
Lot Low 

Est. 

High 

Est. 

Description Condition 

1 200 300 10 (Ten) time and strike, spring driven shelf clocks including Waterbury, 

Gilbert, New Haven, Sessions, two chiming three train, Jerome & Co. 

cottage style, painted iron front, several tambour style, etc. 

five pendulums included; sold as is 

2 150 250 Large lot of clock parts including cuckoo bellows, motors, pendulums, wire, 

hands, gongs and bells, finials, metallic trim and case parts, glasses and 

stenciled glasses, etc. 

sold as is 

3 200 300 Large lot of Black Forest and cuckoo clocks and cuckoo clock parts including 

several complete or near complete cuckoos, three wag on the wall clocks 

including one large oversize, bellows, pendulums, trim pieces, etc., 

together with several carved shelves 

sold as is 

4 100 200 Large lot of dial and slave clocks including several IBM slaves, spring driven 

clocks by Gilbert, Westclox, Lux, a box of modern quartz, etc. 

sold as is 

5 150 250 8 (Eight) American hanging spring driven clocks including several banjos by 

Gilbert and Sessions, an Ingraham lever clock, a Seth Thomas schoolhouse 

and a Gilbert schoolhouse in pressed oak case, etc. 

four pendulums included, sold as is 

6 150 250 4 (Four) American, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven gingerbread or 

parlor clocks including a Gilbert Navy No. 23 and a Medea, an Ansonia and 

a New Haven 

four pendulums included; sold as is 

7 200 300 2 (Two) Black Forest 30 hour, time and strike, weight driven hanging 

moving eye clocks with cuckoos above painted dials featuring seated ladies 

with oscillating eyes, circa 1860 

one pendulum and two sets of weights included; sold as is 

8 50 100 Asian reproduction inclined plane timepiece, the circular canister rotates as 

it goes down the plane, the counterweighted movement maintains a fixed 

position. The downward motion provides a constant force to the time 

train. When the clock/canister reaches the bottom, the movement will stop 

and the unit must be moved again to the top of the plane. 

sold as is 

9 250 350 3 (Three) Boxes of horological related reference books including books on 

watches, clocks, repairing, etc. including several copies of Britten's, the 

hardbound catalog of the collection of the Worshipful Company of 

Clockmakers, several books authored by George Daniels, etc. 

sold as is 

10 150 250 Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., tall clock, spring driven, time and strike, with 

paper dial in an oak case together with an unusual grandmother clock case 

only in Art Deco motif with crotch mahogany highlights and contrasting 

inlays 

pendulum included and dimensions listed for Ithaca; sold as is 

11 150 250 2 (Two) wooden bookshelves each with three adjustable shelves, one 

antique in mahogany circa 1900, together with a ten drawer watchmaker's 

bench 

both scratched, need refinishing; dimensions approximately the same for 

both shelves 

12 200 300 Large lot of over 40 (Forty) hanging novelty clocks and quartz advertising 

clocks including a Shmoo, many Lux and Keebler miniature cuckoos, three 8 

day hanging plate clocks, hanging Hummel novelty clock, many 

pharmaceutical brand advertising quartz desk clocks, etc. 

sold as is 



13 150 250 4 (Four) weight driven clocks including three 30 hour American shelf clocks 

in ogee cases and a Scottish 8 day tall clock movement hanging in a custom 

built hooded wooden case, striking on bell above movement 

dimensions listed of ogees, all of which include weights and two 

pendulums; Scottish has detached dial and hands and no pendulum, 

dimensions 29in x 14in x 8.5in; sold as is 

14 50 100 3 (Three) wooden display cases with locks and glass fronts including one 

hanging painted white with hooks and felt lining and two counter top 

models, one with elastic holders and eight glass covered valise sized 

carrying cases 

dimensions listed of hanging white case; larger counter top case is 25.5in 

x 13.5in x 3.5in; sold as is 

15 200 300 6 (Six) American shelf clocks including a Gilbert "Cosey Corner Pattern R" 

cabinet clock also know as the Gambler, an E. Ingraham cabinet style, three 

30 hour cottage style, a rare National Magnetic Clock Corp. of Buffalo, NY 

electromechanical with torsion pendulum in an Art Deco case 

including five pendulums; dimensions listed of National Magnetic Clock 

Corp., sold as is 

16 150 250 33 (Thirty-Three) alarm and novelty clocks including several character and 

animated, an Ingraham Ace in original box, several electromechanical, etc., 

sold as is 

17 150 250 21 (Twenty-one) desk, novelty and shelf clocks, mostly spring driven and 30 

hour, including Gilbert, New Haven, Ingraham, French, etc. 

sold as is 

18 150 250 Large lot of three boxes with over 60 (Sixty) advertising, character, novelty 

and electric clocks including an unusual New Haven 8 day car clock for 

Oldsmobile, a Jefferson Golden Hour, Mickey Mouse over sized wrist 

watch, Minneapolis-Honeywell heat regulator clock, two Kit Cat Klocks, one 

in original box, General Electric interval timer, Lux tape measure clock, 

many pharmaceutical promotional clocks, many modern character 

watches, etc. 

sold as is 

19 200 300 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., Chime No. 4 mantel clock, 8 day, 

time and strike, spring driven brass movement with hour and quarter strike 

on five cathedral gongs in a solid mahogany case with an etched silvered 

dial. The quarter strike is provided by a separately wound spring driven 

movement. 

case in good to very good condition; finials and pendulum included; sold 

as is 

20 100 200 9 (Nine) shelf clocks including several Gilbert including a Standard W 

model, two Seth Thomas iron front, Waterbury, German, etc. 

five pendulums included; dimensions listed of oak Standard W by Gilbert; 

sold as is 

21 200 300 13 (Thirteen) wall clocks including a miniature German cow tail pendulum, 

German weight driven 30 hour wag on the wall in architectural case, 

French Morbier movement, bracket, pendulum and weights, several 

cuckoo clocks, a miniature banjo and a picture frame clock 

weights and pendulum included for German wag and Morbier; 

dimensions listed of Morbier movement; sold as is 

22 200 300 Large lot of over 75 (Seventy-Five) clock movements including American 

spring driven brass movements, French, German, wooden works, 

electromechanical, movement parts, spring barrels, wheels, etc. 

sold as is 

23 250 350 Large lot of several large boxes of clock parts and supplies from a large 

clockmaker's shop including dials, tablets, pendulums, pendulum bobs, 

main springs, hands, finials, gongs, piano wire, case parts wooden and 

metallic, weights, motors, bells, cuckoo parts, dial glasses of all sizes, an 

assortment of keys, domes, etc. 

sold as is 

24 200 300 2 (Two) American shelf clocks including a F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, 

parlor clock in walnut case with 8 day, time, strike and alarm spring driven 

both clocks are in very good original condition; pendulums and weights 

included; dimensions listed of ogee; sold as is 



movement and Kroeber style pendulum together with a Forestville 

Manufacturing Co., Bristol, Conn., 8 day, weight driven, time and strike 

ogee with original stenciled tablet 

25 200 300 H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, Ohio machinist's felt lined seven drawer tool 

chest in oak with nickel plated hinges and corners and two full length 

drawers at bottom and hinged compartment at top, including key 

appears to be original finish with some roughness along bottom edge, 

some tarnishing and loss to nickel plating; sold as is 

26 200 300 3 (Three) machinist's tool chests in oak including a Louis Ernst & Sons, 

Rochester, NY five drawer with keys, 10.75in x 17in x 7.75in, a Stars Chests, 

Chicago, Illinois seven drawer with hinged compartment at top, 13.25in x 

20in x 9in, and an Excelsior, Stamford, Conn. seven drawer with hinged 

compartment at top and folding removable front, 13.25in x 20in x 9.25in 

Stars chest with some minor water staining on lid,; Excelsior with 

damaged felt; sold as is 

27 150 250 2 (Two) machinists chests in oak including a Union Chest and Cabinet Corp., 

Rochester, NY box jointed eight drawer chest, 12.25in x 20in x 9in and a 

Union Steel Chest Corporation, Leroy, NY seven drawer with hinged 

compartment on top, 13in x 20in x 8.5in 

both in good condition; Union Chest moved from Rochester to Leroy, 

New York in 1932; sold as is 

28 150 250 2 (Two) machinist's chests in oak including a H. Gerstner & Sons, Dayton, 

Ohio seven drawers with hinged compartment on top, 12.75in x 16in x 

8.25in and another box jointed six drawer with no signature, 10.75in x 17in 

x 7.75in 

Gerstner missing front panel; both chests include keys; sold as is 

29 50 100 Framed collage of over 40 (Forty) clock and watch related advertising 

printer's blocks primarily for Elgin, collage inset with several pocket 

watches as spacers 

sold as is 

30 100 200 Lot of framed watch related items including two framed watch hangers, 

one wall and one shelf model with glass, and three framed collages of 

watch related items and themes featuring, pocket watches, wrist watches, 

fobs, movements etc. 

sold as is 

31 300 400 2 (Two) 8 day, time and strike, spring driven crystal regulator shelf clocks 

including an Ansonia and a French with mercury pendulum for J.E. Caldwell 

& Co., Philadelphia 

door hinge loose on Ansonia; two pendulums included; sold as is 

32 250 350 Herschede Clock Co., Cincinatti, Ohio, triple chiming shelf clock retailed by 

J.B. Van Scriver Co., Camden, New Jersey in dome top mahogany case with 

silvered dial and 8 day, spring driven movement 

excellent condition; sold as is 

33 150 250 3 (Three) European style wall clocks including a Dutch staartklok, a 

reproduction Dutch stoelklok and a German wag on the wall dial clock 

Dutch staartklok includes weights, no pendulum; German wag with no 

pendulum nor weights; stoelklok with no pendulum nor weights; sold as 

is 

34 50 100 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn, 8 day, spring driven wall clock in a 

dark stained case with white enamel dial 

no pendulum; bottom replaced; sold as is 

35 600 800 Germany, chiming tall clock in mahogany case with broken arch top and 

three finials, brass dial with silvered chapter ring, date calendar, moon 

phase and cut brass center and spandrels, 8 day, three train weight driven 

movement with three jar mercury pendulum 

no mercury included, weights and pendulum included, base with several 

splits from desert climate will need significant repair; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 



36 300 500 2 (Two) French jeweler's regulator movements in purpose made cases with 

pinwheel escapements, 8 day duration, time only and weight driven 

including one with trapezoidal plates 

pendulums and weight included, no dial for bird cage movement; sold as 

is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the 

National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of 

Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

37 200 300 Howard Miller chiming tall clock in mahogany case decorated with crotch 

mahogany panels set above dial, beveled glasses and stylized arch top with 

brass dial, moon phase, silvered chapter ring, 8 day, three train movement 

striking and chiming on two sets of gongs 

excellent condition, well maintained; sold as is 

38 800 1200 E. Howard & Co. "No. 11 Regulator" keyhole hanging clock, 8 day, time 

only, weight driven movement in a mahogany case with painted metal dial 

weight, pendulum and winding crank included; sold as is 

39 300 400 Attleboro, Mass., style hanging patent timepiece or banjo clock, 8 day, 

weight driven, time only brass movement in a mahogany case with reverse 

painted tablets and wooden side arms 

pendulum, finial and weight included; sold as is 

40 250 350 Attleboro, Mass., style hanging patent timepiece or banjo clock, 8 day, 

weight driven, time only brass movement in a grain painted case with 

reverse painted tablets 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

41 300 400 Massachusetts style hanging patent timepiece or banjo clock, 8 day, weight 

driven, time only brass movement in a mahogany case with reverse 

painted tablets 

weight, finial and pendulum included; sold as is 

42 300 400 Massachusetts style hanging patent timepiece or banjo clock signed 

Haynes, 8 day, weight driven, time only brass movement in a mahogany 

case with reverse painted tablets 

pendulum, finial and weight included; sold as is 

43 300 400 2 (Two) New Haven Clock Co., chiming wall clocks in unusual style cases, 

one in lyre style case and the other in stylized tapered case with scroll top 

sides flanking dial, both with 8 day, spring driven brass movements 

scarce rare models, pendulums included; sold as is 

44 300 400 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Queen Anne wall clock with a 

spring driven 8 day time and strike on cathedral gong movement in an 

ebonized finish case. 

dial with faded numerals, date stamp 1884; pendulum and weight 

included; sold as is 

45 150 250 A. Wallmark, Upper Marlboro, Maryland miniature E. Howard & Co hanging 

banjo clock with Waltham 37 size, 7 jewel movement serial #22487645 

reverse painted tablets by Lee Davis, correct Howard colors and patterns 

46 200 300 4 (Four) American spring driven table or desk clocks including a Chelsea 

"Chinese Lacquer" in 6.75in case, two Waltham desk clocks with lever 

escapements on stands with swivel and an Ansonia in enameled cast iron 

case 

Chelsea and both Walthams ticking; one pendulum included; sold as is 

47 200 300 Herschede Clock Co., Cincinatti, Ohio chiming shelf clock in tambour case 

with silvered dial, 8 day, spring driven brass movement playing either 

Westminster or Canterbury chimes on the quarter hour 

good condition with original labels and plaque; higher end model playing 

two different tunes; pendulum included; sold as is 

48 400 600 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Regulator No. 2 hanging clock in a walnut case with 

painted metal dial and 8 day, weight driven movement 

good condition; original weight and pendulum included; sold as is 

49 600 800 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Garfield shelf clock in an oak case with painted 

metal dial, 8 day, time only movement driven by two brass weights 

one case element is detached from top; pendulum and weights included; 

sold as is 

50 400 600 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Lincoln model shelf clock in an oak case with 

painted metal dial, 8 day, time only movement driven by two brass weights 

pendulum and weights included; sold as is 



51 1000 1500 John J. Krause, Allentown, Penn., tall clock in a tiger maple case with 

broken arch top, paneled base on front and both sides, painted metal dial 

with maker's signature under calendar disc, floral spandrels, conch in 

painted arch, 30 hour, time and strike, weight driven brass movement 

great tiger maple case, feet absent; Pennsylvania style movement with 

thin brass plates and and a thin iron plate dial with original paint; nice 

example 

52 250 350 2 (Two) 8 day wall clocks; a weight driven Vienna regulator, time and strike 

in a walnut case and an E.N. Welch calendar clock in a walnut case with 

papered metal dial 

Vienna with replaced crest; both pendulums included; dimensions listed 

of Vienna; sold as is 

53 300 500 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., No. 2 Regulator, wall clock, oak 

and oak veneered case, painted metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, weight 

driven brass movement. 

oak and oak veneered case in nice condition in original finish, original 

painted dial has some loss at the mounting screws and on the edge, 

stains and what looks to be a partial transfer of some image from a piece 

of printed paper that appears to have been left on the dial too long, 

original hands, weight and pendulum with a small ding, the door latch 

has broken off, but was saved and attached on the top of the case for 

someone to repair. 

54 300 500 Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, No. 6 Hanging Library, double dial 

calendar wall clock, walnut case, paper on metal dials, spade hands, 30 

day, time and strike spring driven brass movement. 

walnut case in nice condition in original finish, original paper dial has age 

darkened with stains, calendar dial has scattered light staining, original 

hands, original top crest pieces and finial, movement was made by E.N. 

Welch for Ithaca. 

55 300 500 P. Brickley, Newport, England, large hanging gallery clock in a round convex 

molded and turned mahogany case with 16in painted metal dial, 8 day, 

time only, spring driven movement with fusee 

original finish; dial in good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

56 500 700 E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., No. 70 Program Contact Clock, hanging 

oak case, painted metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, weight driven brass 

movement 

Oak case in a newer finish, original painted dial has some loss to the 

numbers and at the mounting screws and the signature, original tablet 

and hands. The hour hand has a feeler strip that would make contact 

with a pin coming through the dial. The pins on the outer ring can be 

removed to allow for the ringing of bells or signals at various intervals. 

The inner ring has three holes that must have accepted a pin that would 

make contact with hour hand to perform some function. The current pins 

on the outer ring would allow for contact at 5 minute intervals. The 

movement is signed. 

57 400 600 Marine clock lot including a Russian and French complete with movement, 

dial and case, an English movement only in a brass case (no dial), English 

fusee movement and dial only signed John Lily & Sons Ltd. London together 

with four brass cases and dials without movements including one with dial 

signed Chelsea Clock Co., Boston 

sold as is 

58 300 400 2 (Two) English 8 day, time only, spring driven marine clocks in brass cases 

with enamel dials including one with movement signed Astral, Coventry 

with 8in dial and the other with 6in dial 

sold as is 

59 300 500 Thwaites & Reed, London marine clock in a round brass case with 7in 

enamel dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement with fusee 

movement ticking; sold as is 

60 300 500 Smith & Sons, London marine clock in round brass case with 7in enamel 

dial, 8 day, time only spring driven brass movement 

dial with repairs; movement ticking; sold as is 



61 500 700 France Louis XV style Morbier tall clock in a carved walnut and mahogany 

case, white enamel dial with applied brass lower spandrels and brass boss 

depicting rooster and eagles, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven 

movement with crown wheel escapement 

pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

62 400 600 France Louis XV style Morbier tall clock signed Aurange a Villeneuse, in a 

carved fruitwood case with with white enamel dial with sun burst hands, 8 

day, time and strike weight driven movement 

pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

63 300 400 Vienna regulator in serpentine walnut case with white enamel two part 

dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

64 300 400 Attleboro, Mass., (attribution) hanging banjo clock or patent timepiece in a 

mahogany case with reverse painted throat and lower tablets, painted 

metal dial, 8 day, time only weight driven movement 

weight and pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

65 400 600 Austrian grande sonnerie shelf clock in a nicely inlaid case with molded top, 

white enamel dial with moon hands, two day, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; dial with hairline; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

66 300 400 Jaeger Lecoultre, Switzerland, an Atmos mantel clock, polished brass case, 

painted brass dial, perpetual movement regulated by a torsion pendulum, 

serial #57730 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

67 200 300 Switzerland music box in an inlaid rosewood case playing eight tunes on a 

10in cylinder and comb, spring driven 

gummy but runs; no broken teeth; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

68 200 300 Short & Mason, London Microbarograph recording barometer in cast iron 

framed beveled glass case with wooden base, serial #F19429 

good condition; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

69 200 300 France for Tiffany & Co., New York, four column empire style mantel clock, 

inlaid mahogany case, silvered metal dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement 

Tiffany signature on dial hard to read; pendulum included; sold as is. 

From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the 

National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of 

Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

70 400 600 Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, Mo., Fashion No. 2 shelf clock with a 

spring driven, 8 day, time and strike Seth Thomas movement and a R. T. 

Andrews patented perpetual calendar mechanism in a walnut case 

three finials and pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

71 300 400 2 (Two) German 400 day or anniversary clocks, torsion style disc 

pendulums, brass cases under domes with enamel dials 

domes intact and pendulums included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

72 200 300 2 (Two) electromechanical shelf clocks under domes, battery powered, 

including a Poole and one marked H.P.B. 

domes and pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

73 300 400 Jaeger Lecoultre, Switzerland, an Atmos mantel clock, polished brass case, 

painted brass dial, perpetual movement regulated by a torsion pendulum, 

serial #25567 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 



74 200 300 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Monitor hanging clock, brass 

case, steel hands, silvered brass dial with arabic numerals and subsidiary 

seconds, 30 hour, time and ship's bell strike spring driven movement 

ticks and strikes; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

75 200 300 5 (Five) desk or table clocks including a time and alarm carriage clock, three 

ticket clocks in round brass or wood and glass cases, one of which is a Plato 

Clock Co. and a small movement and dial in a custom display case 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

76 300 400 3 (Three) Tiffany & Co., Neverwind electromechanical shelf clocks with 

torsion pendulum with brass cases under dome, the largest signed Cloister 

three pendulums included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

77 250 350 8 (Eight) electromechanical clocks including an ATO wall clock in red 

chinoiserie, an ATO shelf clock, two Bulle, a Poole under dome, a Poole in 

an inlaid wooden case, Keininger & Obergfell glass and brass cased shelf 

clock and a slave clock 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

78 400 600 Lenzkirch, Germany Louis XV miniature bracket clock in walnut veneered 

and ebonized case with brass ornamentation, silvered roman numeral 

metal dial, 8 day, time and strike brass movement with matching bracket 

pendulum and finial included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

79 400 600 Synchronome Electric, London seconds beating electromechanical master 

clock in an oak case with silvered dial, serial #1644 

replaced pendulum bob; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

80 300 400 A. Dittmar, continental made brass movement and dial only for a striking 

weight driven regulator, bass dial signed 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

81 250 350 Seth Thomas & Sons candlestick clock under dome on ebonized base with 

roman numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven 

movement 

pendulum and dome included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

82 200 300 2 (Two) European, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven mantel clocks 

including a German K&F with inlaid mahogany balloon style case and a 

French in a burl veneer and ebonized case 

both pendulums included; dimensions listed of French; sold as is. From 

the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

83 300 400 4 (Four) American 8 day, spring driven shelf clocks including a Seth Thomas 

quarter chiming in a dome top mahogany case, an E. Ingraham "Doric" with 

reverse painted lower tablet, an Ansonia gingerbread in walnut case and a 

Seth Thomas "Archtop" 

four pendulums included; dimensions listed of Seth Thomas chiming 

clock; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

84 250 350 3 (Three) Horolovar Clock Co., New York, reproduction American novelty 

clocks including two rotary pendulum and an Ignatz "Flying Pendulum" 

two domes included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

85 400 600 2 (Two) English, 8 day, time only, spring driven skeleton clocks including 

one in purpose made case 

one pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

86 300 400 3 (Three) 8 day, spring driven hanging clocks including an E. Ingraham Ionic 

time and strike, an Anglo-American time and strike and a Gilbert school 

house time only 

three pendulums included; glass absent on Anglo-American; dimensions 

listed of Gilbert; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 



87 300 500 3 (Three) Morbier style movements and dials including one miniature, one 

signed Brault Belleme and one signed Broussignac A Nerac 

two sets of weights and three pendulums included; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

88 250 350 Seth Thomas & Sons candlestick clock under dome on ebonized base with 

roman numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven 

movement 

cracked dome; pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

89 200 300 3 (Three) American 8 day, time and strike, spring driven shelf clocks 

including an E.N. Welch Oolah model, a cast figural by Muller and an 

Ansonia figural in cast iron enameled case 

three pendulums included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

90 400 600 Ollivant & Botsford, Manchester, English double fusee shelf clock in walnut 

veneer case with elaborately carved foliate dial surround, painted metal 

dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; dimensions listed with shelf; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

91 200 300 3 (Three) modern reproduction clocks including a weight driven Black 

Forest hanging figural potato eater, a French style skeleton clock under 

dome and a German hanging gravity clock with cow tail pendulum 

two pendulums included; dimensions listed of skeleton clock; sold as is. 

From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the 

National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of 

Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

92 300 400 France, large figural mantel clock, spelter case depicting seated female 

figure in classical garments, white enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement 

repainted case; no pendulum; sold as is 

93 250 350 France, large figural mantel clock, spelter case depicting seated female in 

classical garments flanked by a putto, white enamel dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

repainted case; no pendulum; sold as is 

94 200 300 France, blue porcelain vase form and spelter figural mantel clock with putti, 

blue enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven movement 

pendulum included; no chips in porcelain; sold as is 

95 300 400 Bertout-Fournier, France, large figural mantel clock, spelter and black slate 

case depicting seated female in classical garments flanked by a putto, 

white enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

no pendulum; sold as is 

96 500 700 France, Art Nouveau style figural mantel clock in black marble and bronze 

decorated case, silvered chapter ring with applied brass roman numerals; 8 

day, spring driven, quarter hour bim bam striking movement with two 

gongs 

no pendulum; few small dings in case; impressive presentation; sold as is 

97 400 600 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Fisher and Hunter double statue figural 

shelf clock, 8 days, time and strike, spring driven movement with decorated 

back plate. Silver finished spelter case on an enameled cast iron base with 

applied cast silver finished friezes with a brass dial, open escapement and 

embossed numerals 

no pendulum; sold as is 

98 250 350 2 (Two) French figural mantel clocks, 8 day, spring driven movements 

including one time and strike with marble base the other time only 

one missing foot and figure with broken arm present; sold as is 

99 400 600 France, large and ornate figural clock in nickel plated cast brass case, the 

dial with roman numeral cartouches, 8 day time and strike, spring driven 

movement 

missing one numeral; no pendulum; sold as is 



100 250 350 Barbedienne, Paris brass and black marble figural mantel clock depicting 

standing peasant girl in traditional country dress, applied roman numeral 

dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

no pendulum; sold as is 

101 150 250 Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass., miniature hanging clock in the style of 

an early 19th century American shelf clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven 

movement with lever escapement 

missing one hand and finials; sold as is 

102 200 300 Jerome & Co., Bristol, Conn., hanging calendar clock with year running 

calendar mechanism with movement by Laporte Hubbell in a round gallery 

style walnut case 

missing components from calendar mechanism and dial; sold as is 

103 250 350 2 (Two) American, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven wall clocks including 

an E. Ingraham Dew Drop with calendar in figure eight style case and a 

Sessions banjo 

Sessions banjo without dial glass; two pendulums included; dimensions 

listed of banjo; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

104 300 400 2 (Two) dwarf Vienna regulators, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven in 

carved walnut cases including one with ebonized highlights 

both sets of weights and pendulums included; one regulator with dial 

detached; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being 

sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

105 600 800 The Prentiss Clock Improvement Co., New York, NY, Empire model, hanging 

calendar clock, oak case, painted metal dial, spade hands, 30 day or 60 day, 

double wind spring driven brass movement, case stamped 1298 

pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

106 200 300 2 (Two) electromechanical shelf clocks including a Barr under dome and a 

Poole on wooden base 

Poole missing dome; both pendulums included; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

107 300 500 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., Office Regulator hanging clock 

walnut and walnut veneer case, painted metal dial, 8 day, time only, 

weight driven movement 

very good condition; pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

108 400 600 Franz Hross, Wien, Vienna regulator, in a carved walnut case, two part 

white enamel dial with roman numerals, 8 day, time, strike and quarter 

chiming movement with pull repeat driven by three brass weights 

clean clock, will need some case parts reattached; pendulum and weights 

included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold 

to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

109 350 450 Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., No. 4 Round Head, hanging double 

dial calendar clock with B.B. Lewis patent calendar in a rosewood veneered 

case, painted metal dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven brass 

movement 

good original clock with good labels and clean dials; pendulum included; 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

110 250 350 2 (Two) European table clocks including a German ball form clock on four 

columns with ball form pendulum and a French swinging doll in marble 

case (smaller sized model) 

both in good condition and complete with novelty pendulums; sold as is. 

From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the 

National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of 

Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

111 200 300 France crystal regulator table clock in brass and glass oval case, white 

enamel arabic numeral dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement with mercury pendulum 

good condition with original mercury pendulum; sold as is. From the 

James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 



Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

112 400 600 2 (Two) English pub clock, 8 day, time only, spring driven movements with 

fusees in walnut cases including one signed W. Potts & Sons Ltd. with 10in 

dial, Leeds and one in a short drop string and floral inlaid case 

two pendulums included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

113 100 200 3 (Three) American spring driven wall clocks including a Seth Thomas 

gallery clock with 8 day, time and strike movement with 16in dial, a Seth 

Thomas marine clock with time and alarm and a Jerome & Co. time only 

marine clock 

both marine clocks with original labels; one pendulum included; 

dimensions listed of Seth Thomas gallery; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

114 200 300 3 (Three) brass cased marine clocks including an English Mercer time only 

mounted on wooden back, a Seth Thomas with German striking movement 

on wooden stand with 3.5in dial and a Rensie clock and barometer 

matching set on wooden stand 

dimensions listed of Mercer; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

115 250 350 4 (Four) European time and strike wall clocks including two French baker's 

clocks, one with mother of pearl inlay and repeat, a German movement in 

custom case and a German 30 hour wag on wall style picture frame clock 

with gilded interior image under glass 

three pendulums included; dimensions listed of larger French baker's 

clock; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

116 300 400 2 (Two) Anglo-American wall clocks in inlaid cases with painted metal dials, 

8 day, time and strike, spring driven movements including a New Haven 

and an unsigned 

two pendulums includes; dimensions listed of New Haven; sold as is 

117 100 200 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Regulator A hanging clock, rosewood 

veneer and walnut case, painted metal dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement 

replaced English dial, pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

118 400 600 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Regulator No. 2 hanging wall 

clock in a mahogany case with painted metal dial, 8 day, time only, weight 

driven movement 

good original condition; pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From 

the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

119 200 300 5 (Five) novelty clocks including a Horolovar Dickory Dock hanging clock, a 

Russian made animated alarm clock, a Lux pendulette miniature cuckoo 

clock, a new old stock Bayard Mickey Mouse alarm clock made in France, 

and a German pendulette clock with porcelain dial 

both pendulette clocks include pendulum, dimensions listed of Dickory 

Dock, sold as is 

120 300 500 E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass. , No. 5 Regulator, hanging timepiece, grain 

painted cherry case, painted metal dial, moon hands, 8 day, weight driven 

brass movement. 

Grain painted cherry case in an old finish retains some of the original 

rosewood graining on the door and throat, replaced throat tablet, 

bottom tablet has older glass but looks replaced, replaced weight baffle 

and hold down, original dial looks repainted in the past with some loss at 

the mounting screws and a small area near 5 o'clock, original hands, 

movement is signed. 

121 300 500 Killiam & Co., Pawtucket, Rhode Island, patent timepiece or banjo clock, 

mahogany case, painted metal dial, barbed hands., 8 day, weight driven 

brass movement. 

Mahogany case in nice condition in an original finish, original tablets, 

original painted dial has some scratches, original hands and pendulum, 

movement is signed, George Killiam operated a clock shop in Pawtucket 

in the early 1900's. 



122 200 300 Garzo Family Clock Factory, San Diego, Calif., reproduction grande sonnerie 

Vienna regulator in a carved oak case with 8 day, three train, spring driven 

movement 

new old stock with original paperwork; pendulum included; sold as is 

123 300 500 Holland, Dutch hanging staartklok also known as a tail clock or hooded 

clock in an oak case, painted metal dial with maritime scene, 30 hour, time, 

strike and alarm, weight driven movement 

clean condition; original brass clad weight; three replaced figural finials; 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

124 250 350 3 (Three) European hanging clocks including a single weight plat-urh or dial 

clock in walnut case, a single weight Vienna regulator and a French hanging 

time only clock and barometer set in carved case with ebonized highlights 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

125 250 350 2 (Two) German wag on the wall shield clocks, 30 hour, endless chain 

winding with painted wooden dials including one two weight and one three 

weight 

one pendulum and five weights included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

126 150 250 4 (Four) Jaeger-LeCoultre Atmos perpetual clock outer boxes only including 

three with original paperwork 

boxes and paperwork only, no clocks; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

127 200 300 Junghans, Germany bracket clock with Westminster chimes in a mahogany 

case with engraved brass dial and silvered chapter ring, 8 day, three train 

spring driven movement 

clean movement; pendulum included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

128 500 700 2 (Two) German cuckoo clocks including an 8 day shelf cuckoo in finely 

carved case and a hanging cuckoo 

shelf cuckoo with some trim detached and one small piece of trim 

missing, pendulum present; hanging cuckoo with no pendulum but has 

weights; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold 

to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

129 300 400 2 (Two) American 8 day, time and strike, spring driven shelf clocks including 

a Welch, Spring & Co. Italian model double dial calendar clock in a 

rosewood case and a gingerbread in a walnut case 

Italian in good condition; two pendulums included; dimensions listed of 

Italian; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

130 250 350 2 (Two) French 8 day, spring driven shelf clocks including an ebonized four 

column Empire time and strike and a miniature time only sedan clock with 

integral pendulum 

two pendulums included; dimensions listed of Empire; sold as is. From 

the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National 

Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, 

Pennsylvania. 

131 300 400 Jaeger LeCoultre, Switzerland, an Atmos mantel clock, polished brass case, 

brass dial with applied arabic numerals, perpetual movement regulated by 

a torsion pendulum, serial #9184 

case with some oxidation; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

132 250 350 2 (Two) English hanging clocks including a weight driven, 30 hour hood 

style clock signed Lenh Bullock Box, with meter long pendulum and a time 

and strike English short drop pub clock in ebonized clock 

hood clock missing weight, pendulum included; pendulum included with 

pub clock; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being 

sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

133 250 350 3 (Three) American weight driven shelf clocks including a Birge & Mallory 8 

day triple decker, a Forestville 30 hour ogee and a Jerome 8 day ogee with 

double doors 

three pendulums included; Birge and Forestville have weights; Weights 

absent for Jerome; dimensions listed of Birge; sold as is. From the James 

F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association 

of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 



134 250 350 Japy Freres, Paris, France, crystal regulator mantel clock in brass and glass 

case with fancy polychrome enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement with mercury pendulum 

clean clock; pendulum included; sold as is 

135 500 700 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Regulator No. 2, wall clock, oak 

case, painted metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, weight driven brass 

movement 

oak case in nice clean condition in an old finish, the bottom bracket is a 

little loose and will need attention, original painted dial has scattered 

loss on the outer edge and some staining, original hands, pendulum and 

weight, clean label inside. 

136 150 250 2 (Two) Marti & Cie French 8 day, spring driven, table clocks including a 

brass and glass cased crystal regulator, time and strike, with mercury 

pendulum and a miniature beehive time only in a mahogany case 

beehive pendulum absent; dimensions listed of crystal regulator; sold as 

is 

137 400 600 2 (Two) European hanging clocks 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movements with balance wheels in brass cases including an English in a 

marine ship's bell style and a good French in an engraved octagonal case 

with calendar and an alarm 

both ticking; dimensions listed of ship's bell; sold as is 

138 150 250 Vienna regulator in a walnut case with unsigned two part white enamel 

dial, 8 day, time only, weight driven movement 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

139 300 400 Large collection of horological books and reference materials, over 60 

(Sixty), including rare or hard to find titles some autographed by author, 

such as "Engraving on English Table Clocks" by Sunny Dzik, an assortment 

of Tran Duy Ly catalogs; "400 Day Repair Guide" by Charles Terwilliger, 

"Willard's Patent Timepieces" by Paul Foley, "Hand Tools Their Ways and 

Workings" by Aldren A. Watson, "Wheel and Pinion Cutting in Horology" by 

J. Malcom Wild, "The Longcase Reference Book" by John Robey, "The 

History of Clocks and Watches" by Eric Bruton, "The American Clock" by 

Diston and Bishop, etc. 

sold as is 

140 200 300 Collection of horological books and reference materials, over 20 (Twenty), 

including rare or hard to find titles, such as "Die Deutsche Raderhur" by 

Klaus Murice, "Clocks Watches and Chronometers" by Rees, "The Ship's 

Chronometer" by Marvin Whitney, "Thomas Tompion at the Dial and Three 

Crowns" by Jeremy Evans, "Clocks" by John Hunter, etc. 

sold as is 

141 500 700 Germany, Vienna regulator in carved walnut Alt-Deutsch with ebonized 

highlights, two part white enamel dial with roman numerals, 8 day, time, 

strike and quarter chiming movement driven by three brass weights 

nicely carved case in good condition; pendulum and weights included; 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

142 400 600 Johann Mosslang in Wien, Vienna regulator hanging clock in rosewood case 

with ebonized highlights, two part white enamel dial with cast brass fancy 

pie crust bezel, 8 day, time only movement driven by a single brass weight 

case with minor damage and missing small section of lower drop; 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

143 400 600 Germany, Vienna regulator, unsigned in walnut serpentine case with two 

part white enamel dial, 8 day, time, strike and quarter chiming movement 

driven by three brass weights 

attractive serpentine case; glass cracked; pendulum and weights 

included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold 

to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 



144 300 400 2 (Two) British hanging clocks, time only, 8 day duration, including a tall 

clock style movement with 12in dial signed Jas. Muirhead & Sons, Glasgow 

in a custom made case for wall mounting and a double sided station clock 

in a mahogany case with two painted 11in metal dials on opposite sides 

double sided station missing glass on one side; two pendulums included; 

Muirhead weight absent; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain 

collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and 

Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

145 800 1200 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Office Calendar No. 1 hanging 

clock rosewood veneered case, painted metal dials, spade hands, 8 day, 

weight driven, time only movement with a Mix Brother's patented 

perpetual calendar mechanism 

veneer repairs / damage throughout; lower dial flaking; pendulum and 

weight included; sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, 

being sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock 

Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

146 150 250 2 (Two) shelf clocks including a modern reproduction skeleton, a French 8 

day, time and strike in four column alabaster case with brass dial and an 

English time only movement with fusee in custom made display case 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

147 900 1200 J. Searle, London bracket clock in mahogany case with brass 

ornamentation, sarcophagus top and resting on brass feet, brass dial with 

applied cast brass spandrels and silvered chapter ring and boss, 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movement with fusees 

pendulum included; dimensions listed to top of handle; sold as is 

148 250 350 Lenit Fils, France figural mantel clock in black marble case with griotte 

marble highlights, bronze figure of seated philosopher circumscribing 

globe, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

149 150 250 Reproduction toy girl on rocking horse, doll with bisque head, paper mache 

hands, carved wooden legs and feet with red velvet dress and hat and lace 

collar, hand carved wooden horse 

sold as is 

150 200 300 Japy Freres, France figural mantel clock in black marble case with brass 

trim and bronze figure of seated classical philosopher, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

151 100 200 Collection of cast iron, brass clad and lead weights for clocks including 

several for banjos and other American hanging clocks 

sold as is 

152 400 600 Dungan and Klump, Philadelphia, Penn., Dickory, Dickory, Dock, Model No. 

4 mouse novelty wall clock manufactured for them by Sessions Clock Co., 

Forestville, Conn. 8 day, time only, spring driven movement in a dark oak 

case with metal numerals and white painted mouse indicator 

original finish, replaced backboard, original mouse (replaced tail) and 

numerals; sold as is 

153 150 250 8 (Eight) table and car clocks including an Ansonia enameled cast iron, 8 

day, time and strike, a Shreve Crump & Low, Boston French time and strike 

with lever escapement in dome top mahogany case with burl highlights, a 

miniature 20th century lantern clock by Smith, two alarm clocks, a 

Waltham car clock and a Phinney Walker car clock and a measuring tape 

clock 

sold as is 

154 150 250 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Mercury figural mantel clock 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movement with visible Brocot escapement in a 

enameled cast iron case featuring the Roman god Mercury, two piece 

white enamel dial 

no pendulum, replaced hands; sold as is 

155 150 250 20 (Twenty) desk clocks and watches including four Telechron electric (one 

in Bakelite case), a General Electric digital in Bakelite case, four travel 

clocks, alarm clocks, desk clocks, etc together with four watches 

sold as is 



156 100 200 7 (Seven) decorative 20th century table and floor lamps, including a pair 

with classical ornament on onyx and gilt brass bases, a cast brass 

candlestick form on tripod base with paw feet, a floor lamp with candle 

holders, two bulbs and adjustable tin shade, and three others, dimensions 

of second lamp listed 

with dirt, tarnish, and imperfections, six working, one wired for European 

use, multiple lots sold as is, no returns 

157 200 300 Parts- Ansonia Clock Co., New York, N.Y., Senator cabinet clock, 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven brass movement in an oak case with antiqued 

brass trimmings and silvered dial, everything taken completely apart and in 

need of reassembly. 

A compete inventory was not taken of the parts, but it seems possible 

that nearly everything is present to rebuild this valuable clock. Wood 

case with original finish is scratched in places. The movement has not 

been taken apart and is included in the lot. Dimensions are for the case 

without the feet. Sold as is. 

158 300 500 Lenzkirch, Germany, bracket clock, architectural oak case, heavily molded 

and with carved detail, mounted with a profusion of brass ornamentation 

including half caryatids, leaf and scroll feet, lion mask handles, and 

surmounted by a putto bearing a torch and wreath, Roman numeral brass 

dial, blued steel hands, 8 days time and strike movement, serial #616889 

case in original finish, rear back cover is absent, rear right foot with 

minor loss, mounts with some tarnish, bezel hinge stretched, bezel glass 

with chip, dial with minor loss to infill in numerals, hands with minor 

oxide, movement not functional, very gummy, appears to be complete 

159 250 350 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Rosalind mantel clock in a enameled cast 

iron case with papered metal dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 

movement 

no pendulum; sold as is 

160 150 250 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, cabinet clock in walnut case, cream 

enamel dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

original finish, pendulum included, sold as is 

161 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, cabinet clock, oak case with brass 

ornaments, brass dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

pendulum included, leg detached but included, sold as-is 

162 50 100 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, plush wall hanging clock, wood case with 

felt covering, brass dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven lever 

movement 

fading of the plush covering, sold as is 

163 200 300 3 (Three) American shelf clocks including Seth Thomas arch top 8 day in 

burl walnut veneer case, Waterbury gingerbread 8 day shelf clock in walnut 

case, Unknown American banjo style shelf clock in inlaid mahogany case 

two pendulums included, sold as is 

164 150 250 3 (Three) American shelf clocks including a Gilbert Curfew 8 day, Welch in 

an enameled cast iron case with open escapement, Unsigned cast iron 30 

hour front featuring spread eagle 

One pendulum included, Curfew missing back, sold as is 

165 150 250 3 (Three) American shelf clocks including Ansonia Royal Bonn La Racine 8 

day, Gilbert Blue Salt terracotta case 8 day, Ansonia rococo style cast metal 

case with porcelain insert 

No pendulums, La Racine with crack on rear leg, two rear doors missing, 

sold as is 

166 150 250 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY Pompeii shelf clock, cast iron case, enamel 

dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

Case with paint loss, dial clean with no cracks, sold as is 

167 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY Royal Bonn porcelain case shelf clock, 

enamel dial with floral decoration and open escapement, 8 day time and 

strike spring driven movement 

Case in very nice overall condition with no cracks, rear door missing, 

pendulum included, enamel dial clean with no cracks, sold as is 

168 100 200 F. Kroeber Clock Company, New York, NY figural cast iron case black mantel 

clock, black and gold paper dial, moon hands, 8 day time and strike 

movement 

Rings missing from side lion ornaments, pendulum included, sold as is 



169 150 250 Waterbury Clock Company Undine mantel clock, cast bronze case, 

porcelain dial with open escapement, 8 day time and strike spring driven 

movement 

Case in overall nice condition, porcelain dial with hairline cracks and 

mismatched hands, pendulum missing, sold as is 

170 200 300 2 (Two) American mantel clocks including Boston Clock Company onyx case 

with 8 day tandem wind time and strike lever movement, Ansonia Clock 

Co. Verona cast iron enamel case, enamel dial with open escapement, 8 

day time and strike spring driven movement 

Boston Clock Company case in overall good condition with a couple chips 

on base and upper corner molding, some roughness on back edges of 

base, Ansonia case in overall good condition, porcelain dial clean with no 

cracks, front foot detached but included, pendulum included, sold as is 

171 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY Crystal Palace mantel clock, oak base with 

cast figures, paper on metal dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven 

movement 

In very nice clean overall condition, original dome, sold as is 

172 200 300 2 (Two) French mantel clocks in cast metal rococo style cases, both 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movements 

Both in very good condition, one pendulum included, bell missing on one 

clock, sold as is 

173 250 350 French urn style porcelain and cast brass mantel clock, enamel dial, 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movement 

Overall in nice condition, dial with hairline crack, pendulum included, 

sold as is 

174 100 200 4 (Four) cast spelter figural statues including two Ansonia of Don Juan One statue missing a sword, all in good condition, sold as is 

175 250 350 French onyx crystal regulator clock with gilt columns, enamel dial with 

spade hands, 8 day time and strike spring driven brass movement 

Overall in nice condition, all beveled panels without chips or cracks, 

pendulum included, dial with vertical hairline, sold as is 

176 300 400 Austrian oversize balloon shelf clock, hardwood case, silvered dial with 

painted numerals and brass hands, 2 day time and strike with pull repeat 

Case in overall nice condition in an old finish, nice pierced hands, 

pendulum is not original, sold as is 

177 300 500 English carved mahogany mantel clock, engraved silvered brass dial, 8 day 

time and strike fusee spring movement with sweep calendar 

Case with shrinkage crack on front lower section, shows evidence of 

previous gilding, pendulum missing, sold as is 

178 100 200 Asian reproduction swinger clock with cast spelter statue, 8 day spring 

driven movement 

Pendulum support on figure's arm appears broken off, top ball has 

surface scratches probably caused by shrinkage of paint coating, two 

raised numerals missing, sold as is 

179 100 200 Waterbury Clock Co., blue porcelain case mantel clock, enameled white 

dial, spade hands, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

Overall in nice condition, label on back and repair evidence indicates the 

case was professionally restored, sold as is 

180 150 250 French 4 pillar ebonized empire mantel clock with gilt column capitals and 

applied ornaments, cast brass dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven 

movement 

ebonized case has some veneer loss on left hand corner of the base, 

small damage to top left molding, sold as is 

181 250 350 English fusee inlaid mahogany mantel clock, enamel dial marked Joseph 

Tranble / New Castle On Tine, 8 day fusee time and strike spring movement 

case in overall good condition with some veneer chips at right side 

corner and at small damage at back of top right molding, case is in pieces 

and will need reassembly, signature on dial appears poorly restored, 

pendulum missing, sold as is 

182 250 350 French cast large figural clock of George Washington, dark bronze finish, 

enamel dial, trefoil hands, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

case in good condition overall with some loss to front base, dial with 

hairline cracks, pendulum missing, sold as is 

183 200 300 English bracket clock in oak case with cast brass accents, composite brass 

dial with silver chapter ring, spade and pointer hands, 8 day chain fusee 

time only movement 

door glass missing, has slight separation of veneer at top of door along 

with some dings and scratches, right side of case with vertical crack to 

veneer, pendulum included, dial with some tarnishing, sold as is. 

184 100 200 F. Kroeber Clock Co., New York, NY Cabinet No. 58 walnut mantel clock, 

paper on metal dial, time, strike and alarm 8 day spring driven movement 

case with original finish with some loss along base molding, paper on 

metal dial has age darkened with scattered staining, pendulum missing, 

label on back, sold as is 



185 300 500 French large oak mantel clock with cast brass iron lions and pewter inlaid 

panels, highly decorated etched brass dial and fleur-de-lis hands, 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movement with silk thread suspension 

oak case in nice condition in an old finish, has small damage on top front 

edge and some minor loss on the metal string inlay on front panels, sold 

as is 

186 300 500 Austrian bracket clock in hardwood and soft pine case, embossed brass dial 

surround and engraved chapter ring, two day time and strike spring driven 

movement with crown wheel escapement 

case in an old finish with some damage and scratches on bottom 

molding, dial surround has cracks and separations, with pendulum, 

Geneva stop levers missing from back of movement, sold as is 

187 200 400 English Gothic bracket clock in large mahogany case with brass inlays and 

accents, modern Tempus Fugit dial, 8 day time and strike fusee brass 

movement 

movement has been fitted with a modern Tempus Fugit dial and hands, 

feet not original, some veneer chips and repair at the base, some dings 

and scratches to finish on door, modified pendulum included, sold as is 

188 300 500 English bracket clock in mahogany veneered case, white painted metal dial 

signed Thwaites / London, 8 day time and strike fusee spring driven 

movement 

mahogany case in an old finish, has small veneer damage on curved top 

and a couple of shrinkage cracks to top curved molding, some roughness 

and dings on base front, door lock missing, dial has yellowed slightly with 

age with some flaking at 4, 8 and 11 o'clock, some wear to numbers and 

chapter ring, sold as is 

189 200 400 Junghans bracket clock, mahogany inlaid case, metal etched dial, 8 day 

Westminster chime quarter striking spring driven movement 

case in original finish with slight damage at the right front base corner 

and a ding on right side above base molding, small ding on lower back 

edge of left side, dial in nice condition with circular scratch in chapter 

ring caused by hour hand, movement signed, sold as is 

190 300 500 English bracket clock in mahogany case with reverse painted glass inserts, 

composite brass dial with silver chapter ring signed "John Drury London", 8 

day 3 train fusee spring movement with crown wheel escapement 

mahogany case with a very old finish with some loss and repair on right 

side upper panel and shrinkage cracks on right, left and top of case, 

composite brass dial in nice condition with some tarnish to the silvered 

chapter rings, glass panels on right and left side cracked, musical train 

missing from movement, all that remains is fusee arbor, crown wheel has 

detached from movement and is included 

191 100 200 German Gothic style mantel clock with brass ornaments in walnut case, 

enameled dial with embossed center ring, 8 day time and strike spring 

driven movement 

case in original finish, dial in good condition, original finials, pendulum 

included, sold as is 

192 150 250 2 (Two) clocks including Winterhalder & Hofmeier architectural oak 8 day 

bracket clock, French 4 pillar empire mantel clock with inlaid veneered case 

Strike train removed from W&H movement with exception of winding 

arbor, refinished oak case has small ding in upper left corner molding, 

pendulum missing, French clock missing pendulum with chip in enamel 

dial and top veneer repair, sold as is 

193 400 600 Seth Thomas Clock Company Lincoln mantel clock, walnut case, painted 

metal dial, 8 day time and strike weight driven movement and damascened 

pendulum 

walnut case in nice condition with old finish, has small chip on upper 

right side panel, original painted dial in nice condition for its age with 

signature that reads: "Fred W. Ward watchmaker Visalia, original nickel 

plated bob has slight wear in a couple spots, two brass weights included, 

hands proper style but appear replaced, sold as-is 

194 200 400 Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Conn., carved mahogany and veneered column 

and splat 30 hour time and strike shelf clock with wooden movement 

carved mahogany and veneered case in an old finish, nice condition 

overall, upper right side return missing, original painted dial has some 

wear to the gold chapter ring and numerals, original painted tablet with 

scattered wear, original hands, dark partial label inside, small veneer chip 

on top back edge, original tablet with scattered loss, weights and 

pendulum included, sold as is 



195 200 300 Williams, Orton, Prestons, and Company, Farmington, Conn., double 

decker carved column and cornice top shelf clock, 8 day time and strike 

wooden movement 

Mahogany veneered case in an old finish has a couple missing veneer 

pieces at edge of cornice top and base, original painted dial has some 

wear to chapter ring, original center mirror has cracked, original bottom 

tablet has some small scattered loss, original hands, clean label inside, 

missing pendulum bob and weights 

196 200 300 Eli Terry & Son, Plymouth, Conn., mahogany veneered carved column and 

eagle splat shelf clock, 30 hour time and strike clock 

mahogany veneered case in overall nice condition in an old finish, 

original painted dial in good condition, mirror tablet a replacement, 

original hands, clean label inside 

197 150 250 Junghans mantel clock in walnut case with composite brass dial, 8 day time 

and bim bam strike spring driven movement 

Walnut case in nice old finish with flat piece of right foot missing, dial 

with some slight wear to chapter ring, pendulum included, sold as is 

198 150 250 Junghans bracket clock in hardwood case, composite brass dial, 8 day time 

and quarter hour bim bam strike movement 

refinished hardwood case in very clean condition will small marks on top 

front corners, brass dial has been re-polished, movement signed, 

pendulum missing 

199 250 350 Japy Freres French mantel clock in gold painted cast brass case with urn 

finial, porcelain dial and inserts, 8 day time and strike spring driven brass 

movement 

case in clean condition, porcelain panels intact with no cracks, side 

panels loose but secure, original hands, pendulum included 

200 150 250 French bracket clock in rosewood veneered case with applied brass 

ornaments, brass dial with porcelain cartouche numerals, 8 day time and 

strike spring driven movement 

case in good condition in an old finish, top crest molding has a gap 

between the front and left hand side, bottom brass and enamel floor 

piece not seating correctly and will need attention, sold as is 

201 150 250 English bracket clock in mahogany case with brass rings and side panels on 

either side, painted white dial with original hands 

angled top has slight damage on the back angled corner, bell and 

mounting bracket missing, dial with paint loss around outer edge, 

winding arbor and small area at the center, pendulum included, sold as is 

202 100 200 Junghans German bracket clock in mahogany case, composite brass dial, 8 

day time and quarter strike Westminster chime movement 

mahogany case in original finish with some scuff marks on edge of top 

molding, chapter ring has scratches and some light tarnish spots, original 

hands, movement signed, pendulum missing, sold as is 

203 100 200 English bracket clock in mahogany and oak case, engraved brass dial signed 

John Harrison / Liverpool, 8 day spring driven fusee time only movement 

small piece of veneer missing on front corner of ogee base molding but 

included, left half round molding has shrinkage cracks and small piece 

missing at top, front dial panel with shrinkage cracks in two places, 

engraved brass dial in good condition but has lost its silvering, original 

hands, pendulum and winding key included. 

204 150 250 English bracket clock in small mahogany case and cast brass paw feet, 

composite brass dial with moon hands, 8 day fusee spring driven time only 

movement engraved Moginie Pimlico 

mahogany case in an old finish has some dings at the top front molding 

and on the curved area of the crest, one of the nuts holding carrying 

handle missing, repair to top left piece of crest, movement has shifted in 

the case and will need resetting, sold as is 

205 150 250 English bracket clock in a figured mahogany and burl veneered case, 

painted metal dial with moon hands, 8 day time only fusee spring driven 

movement 

clock in good condition with an old finish, a couple small dings in veneer 

near door key, right hand bottom piece reattached to case with nails, 

painted dial has yellowed with age and soiled around edges, top right 

side molding detached but inside the case, movement with 60 seconds 

engraved dial on rear plate possibly missing the related components, 

sold as is 

206 300 500 3 (Three) skeleton clocks including Chinese reproduction mounted on 

heavy marble base with complications, homemade modern Gothic style 

reproduction on brass base and an English example with passing bell strike 

Chinese example in clean condition with pendulum bob and original 

dome, Gothic reproduction in need of polishing and further work to 

finish the plates, dome missing, pendulum missing, English example with 



nicely finished plates, missing lever to activate bell strike, bell and 

pendulum bob, base missing, sold as is 

207 400 600 New Haven Clock Company, New Haven, Conn., Fashion calendar shelf 

clock in probably a cherry case with black paper on metal dials and 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movement with simple calendar mechanism 

Finials included and are the proper type, case refinished, original paper 

dials, gold numerals on both dials have faded, original hands, original 

door glass, sold as is 

208 150 250 3 (Three) American shelf clocks including a Seth Thomas column and 

cornice with rosewood veneer and two Seth Thomas ogee column clocks 

column and cornice in a partially refinished case, original tablets and dial, 

pendulum included, weights missing, clean label inside, Seth Thomas 

clocks with rosewood veneer, one in original finish with veneer loss at 

base, tablet with modern print, clean label inside, pendulum included, 

other example in original finish with some loss at base, original tablet, 

clean label, dial repainted, sold as is 

209 200 300 2 (Two) American shelf clocks including a Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, 

Conn., steeple clock with 30 hour fusee spring driven time and strike 

movement c1845, N. L. Davis Clock Co., Columbus MS, ogee column clock 

with Gilbert movement c1906 

Jerome example with rosewood veneered case in old finish with some 

veneer repairs on the base and a couple chips on the right front edge, 

both finials with tip damage, original tablet, repainted dial, dark but 

readable label inside, pendulum included, Davis Clock Co. purchased 

movements from Conn. firms, mahogany veneered case in a newer finish 

with veneer loss on base and on top ogee molding, paper calendar dial 

replaced, original tablet and pendulum, sold as is. 

210 200 300 2 (Two) four column French empire clocks including an ebonized wood case 

with brass inlay and an alabaster case with decorated enamel dial 

ebonized example with original finish with minor damage at the top left 

edge and some small pieces of brass inlay missing above dial and on 

base, right front foot block missing, original dial with hairline cracks 

including a small chip at 8'oclock, pendulum included is the wrong type 

for this clock, enamel example in very nice condition with a repair to top 

left front corner and slight damage to rear right edge, small repair to 

corner below right column, dial a possible replacement, proper 

pendulum included, sold as is 

211 150 250 3 (Three) aneroid barometers including two Black Forest style carved cases 

with French barometer and thermometers, and a traditional English 

barometer in carved oak case with mercury thermometer 

English barometer in overall good condition, clean dial, thermometer 

operational, larger of the carved examples in overall good condition, 

lacking finish, smaller example with crack to carving on upper left side, 

thermometer bulb has broken off, sold as is 

212 150 250 2 (Two) French cartel clocks including cast brass case with 8 day time and 

strike lever movement, cast iron case colored to simulate carved wood 

with 8 day time and strike pendulum movement with German made 

aneroid barometer at top and mercury thermometer with enamel indicator 

Cast brass example with original porcelain dial in good condition with no 

cracks, original hands, loss to original gilding, enamel dial with chip at 10 

o'clock and some hairline cracks around 6 and 2 o'clock, dial with off 

color circular disk applied in center, sold as is 

213 100 200 French reproduction Dutch style spiral column mantel clock in mahogany 

case with large bell and applied ornaments, 8 day time and strike spring 

driven movement with coil gong 

Reproduction case in very good overall condition, one beveled glass side 

panel loose, bell strictly decorative, sold as is 

214 100 200 Dutch Stoelklok with metal case and cast front ornaments, 30 hour time 

and strike crown wheel escapement weight driven post and frame 

movement with alarm 

Repainting of interior and side doors, verge to crown wheel escapement 

missing, metal rear and side panels replaced, center alarm disk missing, 

opening in dial probably for an automation that is now missing, painted 

dial with repairs to numbers, staining and loss to numbers, upper 

painted decoration now lost, would have originally been seated on a 

wooden stand, weights and pendulum missing, sold as is 



215 100 200 Reproduction French bracket clock with Italian made inlaid walnut 

veneered case with applied cast brass elements, cast brass dial with 

enamel cartouches, German 8 day time and bim bam strike on two bells, 

spring driven movement 

Overall in very good condition, label inside door reads: "Made exclusively 

in Italy for Prelude Creations Inc.", pendulum missing, sold as is 

216 150 250 2 (Two) French figural mantel clocks including guilt cast metal and marble 

case with Japy Freres 8 day time and strike movement, cast metal case with 

bronze finish, unique turtle feet and seated Abraham Lincoln figure, 

enamel dial, Japy Freres 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

marble and cast brass case in clean condition with crack in marble below 

dial, metal elements retain much of the original gilding, dial with no 

cracks or chips, figure possibly missing an object from her hand, 

pendulum included, Lincoln example with hairline crack to base under 

clock dial, bronze finish with scattered loss, pendulum missing, sold as is 

217 100 200 French bracket clock in wood case with engraved brass inlays and applied 

metal ornaments, cast metal dial with enamel cartouches, 8 day time and 

strike spring driven movement 

clock in overall good condition with small pieces of inlay missing on sides 

of crest, enamel cartouches good, original hands, pendulum included, 

sold as is 

218 100 200 German wall clock in carved walnut case, 8 day time and strike spring 

driven movement with gong assembly marked D.G.M.S. 

Top piece separated from case but included, appears mounting bracket 

was installed in the wrong direction as movement is now upside down in 

the case, pendulum included, sold as is 

219 150 250 3 (Three) ships clocks including Seth Thomas mounted on mahogany stand, 

time only with subsidiary seconds, Seth Thomas wardroom clock with 

German movement and ships bell strike, German wardroom clock mounted 

on wooden plaque with time and strike, all 8 day spring driven movements 

with lever escapements 

Seth Thomas on stand with cast brass case in good condition with dings 

on bezel, original dial has lost silvering, original hands, Seth thomas 

wardroom in good condition with original dial which is not currently 

attached to case, back access plate missing, original hands, German 

example with scratches on brass case, original dial with two small stains, 

sold as is 

220 100 200 2 (Two) French mantel clocks including empire 4 column Valery, Paris clock 

with inlaid veneered rosewood case, 8 day time and strike movement and 

a carved oak shelf clock with bench made case, enamel dial and 8 day time 

and strike spring driven movement with silk thread suspension 

rosewood veneered and inlaid case in original finish with dings and 

scratches to finish at the base, left rear foot missing, one piece of string 

inlay on base missing, veneered piece behind top crest separating, 

enamel dial has some stains around winding arbors and small hairlines 

around 6 o'clock, bezel has lost most of its gilding, pendulum missing. 

Oak case in good condition in an old finish, enamel dial with chip at 4 

o'clock and a couple hairlines, mismatched hands, both sold as is. 

221 100 200 3 (Three) mantel clocks including W. L. Gilbert bracket clock with inlaid 

mahogany case and silvered brass dial, 8 day time and strike movement, 

Seth Thomas Clock Co. bracket clock in mahogany case with 8 day lever 

escapement Westminster chime movement, Ansonia Clock Co. Cabinet A 

oak mantel clock with applied brass accents and embossed brass dial, 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movement 

Gilbert with original finish, small dings on top molding, silvered dial with 

black streaks and marks around winding arbors and slow fast setting, 

Seth Thomas case with overcoat of varnish, composite brass dial has a 

couple light scratches on chapter ring, Ansonia case with an old finish, 

finials missing, embossed brass dial in very nice condition, original hands, 

sold as is 

222 400 600 French black mantel clock in dark ebonized veneered case with brass and 

silver inlays, enamel dial signed Richard Ft A Paris with open escapement 

and trefoil hands, 8 day time and strike spring driven pendulum movement 

with independent 4 tune music box in base wound by pull cord. 

attractive case in original finish with small veneer chip on right side curve 

of case, all inlays intact, small hairline crack in veneer at top and on back 

of case, movement engraved with same signature as that on dial, 

pendulum missing, music box is functional, sold as is 

223 200 400 French mantel clock in black marble case with gilded brass and marble base 

with applied ornamentations, enamel dial with hands, 8 day time and strike 

spring driven movement with silk thread suspension 

case in overall very good condition and possibly restored as gilding is 

bright, this clock may have accepted a top statue but no mounting holes 

are present, enamel dial in good condition with no cracks or chips, sold 

as is 



224 150 250 2 (Two) French mantel clocks including a cast polished brass case mounted 

on wooden base with rose gold accents and composite brass dial with 

enameled cartouche numerals, French mantel clock in cast brass case with 

pressed brass dial with enameled cartouche numerals 

clock on base in overall very clean condition, missing pendulum, other 

clock with loss to gilded finish revealing base metal, pendulum missing, 

sold as is 

225 200 400 English lantern clock converted to 8 day fusee movement with drop bell 

strike 

dial restored, original 30 hour time and strike movement replaced by 

chain fusee spring driven movement, rear left top finial missing, bell and 

bell stand missing, side and rear doors missing, pendulum included, sold 

as is 

226 300 500 China, reproduction bracket clock, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

fusee movement with verge escapement and center seconds shaft in a 

rosewood case, cast brass dial mask, roman numeral white enamel dial 

sitting on cut out scalloped base with mirror insert 

case with original finish, front sliding door missing, rear sliding door has a 

crack in the panel, hands incorrect replacements, second hand missing, 

enamel dial with hairline crack, stand with crack on one side, sold as is. 

Antique versions of these clocks were imported into the U.S. in great 

quantities in the 1970s. When the antiques had all been sold, the 

Chinese began to manufacture convincing reproductions in large 

quantities. This clock is one of those reproductions. 

227 300 400 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Cabinet C mantel clock in an oak case 

with a spring driven, 8 days, time and strike movement 

The oak case has its original finish and all brass trimmings are intact and 

show a nice soft patina. The dial is in excellent condition, the hands are 

original and the movement is signed. This is an excellent example of this 

Ansonia model. 

228 300 400 Lenzkirch, Germany, bracket clock in a walnut and cast brass case with 

brass dial and roman numeral silvered chapter ring, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement, serial #594257, including matching shelf 

the ornate case and matching bracket have a soft patina with some 

minor scratches. The silvered dial, with fancy brass center, possibly was 

refinished. The thick beveled glass is fine. Signed and numbered 

movement. There are two mount holes in the case top, but no sign of 

any top crest or finials. The gong stand is present but needs to be 

reattached to the case bottom (removed for shipment). Dimensions 

include bracket. 

229 200 300 2 (Two) 8 day, spring driven, time and strike shelf clocks including a New 

Haven Clock Co. Occidental in a walnut mirror-sided case and an Ansonia 

cabinet style clock with inlaid case 

the New Haven mirror will need to be reinstalled, the case has been 

nicely refinished and the standing figures are reproductions, but the 

mirrors, front glass, faded painted metal dial, and pendulum all appear 

old and original. Ansonia movement appears to be associated with its 

cabinet case. One pendulum included; dimensions listed of Occidental; 

sold as is 

230 250 350 Nicholas Muller, New York, with Noah Pomeroy movement, Abraham 

Lincoln memorial mantel clock in a cast brass case with papered metal dial 

and 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

we do not find this style in any reference book or on-line. The ornate 

heavy case retains a bright surface with no losses, although the top 

memorial plate is detached and should be secured. An unusual Muller 

paper label is inside, and this case maker's name also is cast into the ring 

around the movement opening and on the rear of the top plate. The 

movement is a signed Pomeroy. The wooden backboard has a replaced 

portion; the front glass is absent; the dial is new paper; there is no 

pendulum bob. 

231 600 800 France, Pendule Religieuse, ebonized case with fine moldings and boulle 

work, the door with pewter fields inlaid with red tortoise shell and 

engraved brass, glazed case sides with tortoise panels and brass stringing, 

case with restoration and losses, dirty, dial velvet faded; sold as is 



removable caddy top with inlaid pewter, gilt balustrade, applied bead 

moldings, and eight flame finials, maroon velvet covered dial with Roman 

numeral pewter chapter ring, and with cast ornament featuring two 

seated, classical figures, pierced and engraved brass hands, 8 days time and 

strike movement, mid 19th century, case with earlier components 

232 300 400 J. Kaiser GmbH, Villingen, Germany, Universe model 400-day clock, year 

running, spring driven brass movement with metallic rotating globe torsion 

pendulum and moon phase dial, monochrome zodiac dial, white chapter 

with polished brass numerals, brass hands, all under a glass dome. 

missing suspension block, complete with dome. For details on this clock 

see Charles Terwilliger's "400 day Clock Repair Guide" in which he states 

that this " clock may go down in history as the best 400-day clock ever 

made"; sold as is 

233 300 400 Walden, Arundell English bracket clock in a carved dark oak case with brass 

dial, roman numeral silvered chapter ring and cast brass corner spandrels, 

8 day, two train, spring driven movement striking on bell 

movement needs to be mounted in case, rear door needs repairs; 

pendulum included 

234 350 450 Robert Garrard, Bury, English bracket clock in a mahogany veneer case, 

signed painted metal dial, 8 day, two train, spring driven movement 

striking on bell 

no hands; large veneer strip needs to be reattached to top of case; 

crown wheel detached but present; pendulum included; sold as is 

235 300 400 Marti, Paris mantel in an oak case with cast brass ornamentation, white 

enamel dial with cast bass center, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement 

clean clock, includes pendulum; sold as is 

236 150 250 4 (Four) Continental clocks including three 30 hour gilt picture frame 

clocks, two of which are weight driven and a Austrian bracket clock missing 

inner mechanism 

no weights; one pendulum included; sold as is 

237 250 350 Austrian three train bracket clock, probably 2 day duration, in an ebonized 

wooden case, composite, engraved brass and enamel dial, engraved brass 

quarter striking movement with verge escapement and integral pendulette 

clean clock, sold as is 

238 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY Cabinet B mantel clock in an oak case with 

cast brass ornamentation, arabic numeral brass dial, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement 

some of the cast brass trim from top is absent; pendulum included; sold 

as is 

239 200 300 3 (Three) French, 8 day, spring driven clocks in brass cases, the dials with 

applied enamel roman numeral cartouches, including one time only in red 

enameled hanging case, another time and strike in pressed brass hanging 

case and the last a cast brass plate style shelf clock time only with velvet 

center 

sold as is 

240 200 300 French empire mantel clock in an ebonized case with ormolu trim and 

beveled glass over roman numeral cartouche brass dial, 8 day, two train, 

spring driven movement striking on gong with cast brass gridiron 

pendulum 

clean clock, ormolu in good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

241 200 300 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., Chime Clock No. 3 shelf clock in a 

mahogany case with cast brass ornamentation and beveled door glass, 

brass dial with silvered chapter ring, a spring driven, 8 day, time and strike 

movement with additional movement for Westminster chimes on five 

cathedral gongs 

according to the New Haven catalog, the clock is fitted with a standard, 8 

day, time and strike movement for a cabinet clock. The Westminster 

chime movement was then added. This movement is covered under an 

1896 Canadian patent issued to Wilcock and second 1896 patent issued 

for the Gunther Resonator. Pendulum included; sold as is 



242 250 350 3 (Three) French, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven mantel clocks in 

marble cases including two in black marble with spelter figural tops and 

one in red griotte marble 

one of the figural clocks needs to be reassembled and is in several 

pieces; both other clocks in good condition; three pendulums included; 

sold as is 

243 250 350 Lot of clocks and clock cases including a large German louvre style 400 day 

clock, small French crystal regulator, Gilbert fancy regulator disassembled, 

French mantel clock in spelter case, together with two case only, one in 

brass and one in spelter 

400 day clock missing dome; French spelter clock missing figural top; 

crystal regulator with cracked glass and no pendulum; pendulum 

included for 400 day clock and Gilbert crystal regulator; sold as is 

244 700 900 Lenzkirch, Germany mantel clock in a finely carved walnut and burl walnut 

case with engraved brass roman numeral dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement, serial #1108378 

highly detailed carved case in very good condition; brass dial lacks 

silvering; suspension spring absent; pendulum included; sold as is 

245 200 300 7 (Seven) desk and novelty clocks including an unusual Ansonia hanging 

"Brass Antique" pressed brass time only shield clock, a miniature 

Waterbury carriage clock, a French time only carriage clock, two German 

alarm clocks, etc together with a cast spelter case (only) of Roosevelt, 

Lincoln and Washington. 

sold as is 

246 250 350 Simon Geist, Graz, Austria bracket clock in a fruitwood case with four flame 

finials, roman numeral brass dial signed by maker, two day, three train 

brass movement striking and chiming on two bells 

case and movement are detached. Simon Geist was an Austrian royal 

horologist in the late 1700s and early 1800s; sold as is 

247 250 350 Timothy Cheney, Hartford, Conn., mid 18th century wooden works tall 

clock movement only, 30 hour, time and strike, weight driven with wooden 

framed dial with applied brass spandrels and boss with maker's signature 

and a silvered chapter ring 

no weights nor pendulum; great dial but darkened with age; paperwork 

and history included; sold as is 

248 150 250 6 (Six) European weight driven clock movements including three with iron 

frames, one with brass frame and two with wooden frames, one of which is 

signed M. Krapp, Mannheim 

no weights nor pendulums included; sold as is 

249 200 300 3 (Three) English lantern style weight driven clock movements including 

one with iron frame, one with brass pillars and a modern brass framed 

reproduction together with a foliot crown verge escapement movement in 

iron frame 

includes two weights, no pendulums; sold as is 

250 250 350 5 (Five) European movements including two early English 30 hour, time and 

strike, endless chain winding tall clock movements with signed square 

brass dials, one John Fry of Sutton and one Waddington of Chorley, a 

Morbier style 8 day, time and strike movement, an English gallery clock 

style spring driven movement with fusee and painted metal dial signed 

Shaw, and lastly another square dial English 30 hour tall clock movement 

with brass dial signed Thos. Chatcher of Tenterden 

Morbier includes a set of cast iron weights; sold as is 

251 150 250 3 (Three) English 8 day, spring driven mantel clock movements all with 

fusees including a time and strike, a time only regulator style and a time 

only missing verge 

sold as is 

252 200 300 5 (Five) European weight driven tall clock movements including four English 

time and strike, three with endless chain winding and a Junghans time and 

strike together with an appropriate German 12in engraved brass dial 

sold as is 



253 100 200 5 (Five) spring driven movements including Seth Thomas, Sessions, 

Japanese, etc. together with a box of alarm clock parts and movements and 

a box of small electromechanical motors 

sold as is 

254 1200 1600 Large English bracket clock in mahogany case with cast brass 

ornamentation and glazed sides, brass dial with roman numeral silvered 

chapter ring, 8 day, three train, spring driven movement with three fusees 

chiming on a nest of eight bells and striking the hours on a large cathedral 

gong 

front left foot detached; front door glass absent; pendulum included; 

sold as is 

255 4000 6000 E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., No. 6 Regulator figure eight style hanging 

clock in a walnut case with reverse painted throat and lower tablets, 

painted metal dial, 8 day, time only, weight driven movement 

case with major restorations, weight baffle and mounting board for dial 

new; dial, tablets and pendulum are replacements; trapezoidal 

movement with maintaining power has faint E. Howard & Co. signature; 

sold as is 

256 600 800 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., figural mantel clock depicting a 

spelter seated woman reading on a brass base, unusual brass dial with 

applied arabic numerals, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

257 150 250 Japanese reproduction swinging arm clock of Diana on black pedestal base, 

8 day spring driven movement, wound from rear, late 20th century 

swinging arm included; sold as is 

258 350 450 Japy Freres, Paris, France Art Deco mantel clock in a marble case with three 

silvered birds surrounding dial, silvered dial signed LEROUX LE LUDE, 8 day, 

time and strike, spring driven movement signed by maker 

good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

259 100 200 2 (Two) clocks including a Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn., Wagner 

model mantel clock in a ebonized case with brass trim, arabic numeral 

enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement together with 

a Korean hanging clock, 31 day with art glass door 

two pendulums; dimensions listed of Wagner; sold as is 

260 300 400 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, La Lande mantel clock in a Royal Bonn 

polychrome porcelain case, roman numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

case with no cracks; pendulum included; sold as is 

261 200 300 Coutant, A Rethel mantel clock in wooden tambour style case, roman 

numeral dial with marble center, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement signed Du Molineuf M. Molle, Paris 

refinished and in good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

262 250 350 France, mantel clock in elaborately cast brass case with arabic numeral 

brass dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement with silk thread 

suspension 

pendulum included; sold as is 

263 150 250 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., Trent mantel clock in an Eastlake 

and Arts & Crafts style walnut case, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 

day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

replaced dial; pendulum included; sold as is 

264 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Cygnet figural mantel clock in a spelter 

case, arabic numeral enamel dial; 8 day, time and strike spring driven 

movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

265 150 250 Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., Metis model parlor clock in 

walnut case with stenciled tablet, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 

day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

good original clock; pendulum included; sold as is 



266 150 250 Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn. gingerbread shelf clock in a 

pressed oak case, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

nice case featuring North Wind at top and lions on side; pendulum 

included; sold as is 

267 150 250 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., Amsterdam gingerbread shelf 

clock in a dark stained pressed oak case, roman numeral papered metal 

dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

268 150 250 Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., Prince parlor clock in a walnut 

case with stenciled tablet, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

269 150 250 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., model from Fleet Series 

gingerbread clock in an oak case, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, 

time and strike spring driven movement 

replaced paper dial warped; pendulum included; sold as is 

270 300 400 Reproduction of the Waterbury Clock Co. Topsey moving eye figural clock 

in painted cast iron case with papered metal dial, 30 hour, time only, spring 

driven movement, 20th century 

ticks briefly; sold as is 

271 250 350 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., crystal regulator mantel clock in a 

brass and beveled glass case, arabic numeral white enamel dial; 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movement with exposed escapement 

very clean; pendulum included; sold as is 

272 400 500 France, mantel clock in rococo style cast brass case with brass dial and 

applied roman numeral cartouches, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement 

good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

273 500 700 France, hanging cartel clock in a heavy and ornately cast gilded brass case 

with roman numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement 

case in good condition; dial with minor chips and hairlines; pendulum 

signed CHARLES MT included; sold as is 

274 300 400 Westerstrands, Sweden hanging cartel clock in a gilded wooden case, 

roman numeral painted metal dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement, mid 20th century 

good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

275 350 450 Reproduction of the Waterbury Clock Co. Sambo moving eye figural clock 

in painted cast iron case with papered metal dial, 30 hour, time only, spring 

driven movement, 20th century 

ticks briefly; sold as is 

276 300 400 Reproduction of the Waterbury Clock Co. John Bull moving eye figural clock 

in painted cast iron case with papered metal dial, 30 hour, time only, spring 

driven movement, 20th century 

sold as is 

277 250 350 Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn., crystal regulator mantel clock in 

unusual brass and beveled glass case with brass strap dividing case midway 

on all sides, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

278 250 350 Marti, France crystal regulator mantel clock in an oval brass and beveled 

glass case, arabic numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven 

movement with mercury pendulum 

pendulum included; sold as is 

279 200 300 E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., Lyric hanging schoolhouse clock in a 

pressed oak case with painted metal dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven 

movement 

clean clock; pendulum included; sold as is 



280 250 350 E. Ingraham & Co. hanging gingerbread clock in a pressed oak case, arabic 

numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

281 350 450 France, figural mantel clock garniture in spelter and marble case wit two 

matching side pieces in the style of urns, arabic numeral enamel dial, 8 day, 

time and strike, spring driven movement 

good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

282 400 500 France, cast brass figural mantel clock with roman numeral enamel dial, 8 

day, time and strike, spring driven movement signed for New York retailer 

E.V. Haughwout 

clean clock; pendulum included; sold as is 

283 200 300 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., Festus hanging gingerbread clock 

in pressed oak case, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

nicely refinished case; pendulum included; sold as is 

284 150 200 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., hanging gingerbread clock in 

pressed oak case, roman numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time, strike 

and alarm, spring driven movement 

replaced dial and a portion of bottom trim is absent; pendulum included; 

sold as is 

285 200 300 2 (Two) 8 day, time and strike, spring driven hanging Asian clocks including 

a Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan and a Korean 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

286 150 250 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., Aida hanging clock in a cast brass 

case, roman numeral cartouches applied on brass dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement with lever escapement 

good condition; sold as is 

287 350 450 R. Bry Au Bigny, France figural mantel clock depicting seated lady gazing 

into hand held mirror in spelter case on marble base, arabic numeral 

polychrome enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

288 700 900 Abel Panchand, London, England bracket clock in an ebonized mahogany 

case with sarcophagus top, brass dial also signed by maker with silvered 

roman numeral chapter ring, aperture for simulated mock pendulum and 

silvered strike / silent selector, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement with cow tail pendulum, two fusees and crown wheel 

escapement 

most of outer molding of front case door holding glass in place is absent, 

no front glass; movement is detached from case; sold as is 

289 300 400 Jaeger LeCoultre, Switzerland, Atmos mantel clock, brass case, painted 

brass dial, perpetual movement regulated by a torsion pendulum, serial 

#154138 

sold as is 

290 150 250 E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn., special order hanging clock for the 

Railroad Chronometer Co., Chicago, not shown in the catalogs this square 

oak cased model very similar to the Solar, but this more ornate with 

papered metal dial with presentation, 8 day, time only, spring driven 

movement dated Nov. 1910 

nicely carved case in an old finish with a small damaged area on the top 

edge. Original paper dial has age darkened with darker stains on the four 

corners from the wood cross pieces on the door frame contacting the 

paper. Movement is signed; pendulum included; sold as is. 

291 200 300 Germany, wall clock with barometer and thermometer in a nicely carved 

walnut case, the dial with applied enamel roman numeral cartouches, 8 

day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

the case retains its original finish with carvings in good condition; the 

hands have been replaced; includes pendulum; sold as is 

292 150 250 Gustav Becker, Germany, a Freischwinger, in a walnut cased with turned 

and carved ornaments, arabic numeral brass dial, 8 day, time and strike 

movement, serial #1435618 

pendulum and crest included; sold as is 



293 300 500 Lenzkirch, Germany hanging clock in a carved dark oak case with brass dial 

and arabic numeral silvered chapter ring, 8 day, time and strike, spring 

driven movement, serial #958029 

pendulum included; sold as is 

294 250 350 2 (Two) Vienna regulator hanging clocks in carved walnut cases with white 

enamel dials, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movements 

weights and pendulums included; sold as is 

295 250 350 2 (Two) Vienna regulator hanging clocks with white enamel dials, 8 day, 

time and strike, weight driven movements including one in figured walnut 

case and one in rosewood case 

pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

296 600 800 Gustav Becker, Germany Vienna regulator in a finely carved walnut case 

with integrated thermometer and barometer in lower door and fully carved 

owl peering forth from crest, roman numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, weight driven movement, serial #1428040 

unusual and impressive clock with very unusual integrated barometer 

and thermometer in one unit; pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

297 400 600 Amand Heide, Wien, Austria quarter chiming hanging clock in Biedermeier 

style rosewood case with ripple molding, roman numeral two part white 

enamel dial with maker's signature, 8 day, three train movement driven by 

three brass weights 

impressive clock in above average condition with split in backboard; 

matching weights and pendulum included; sold as is 

298 250 350 3 (Three) Vienna regulator hanging clocks with 8 day, spring driven 

movements including two with R/A pendulums, one time and strike and 

the other time only, and another time and strike with cast brass pendulum 

three pendulums and three crests included; sold as is 

299 200 300 2 (Two) German Vienna regulator hanging clocks in walnut cases with 

white enamel dials and 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movements 

including an R&R and a Junghans 

includes two pendulums and two crests; sold as is 

300 300 400 Massachusetts style hanging banjo clock or patent timepiece in a 

mahogany case with cross hatched framing and reverse painted tablets, 

arabic numeral painted metal dial, 8 day, time only weight driven 

movement 

old tablets, hands absent; pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

301 250 350 2 (Two) Vienna regulator hanging clocks in carved walnut cases with white 

enamel dials, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movements including 

one with movement signed Gebr. Resch 

two pendulums, two crests and four weights included; sold as is 

302 250 350 Lenzkirch, Germany Vienna regulator style hanging clock in a carved walnut 

case with ebonized highlights, roman numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum, crest and finials included; sold as is 

303 200 300 3 (Three) Vienna regulator hanging clocks in carved walnut cases, enamel 

dials, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movements including two with 

R/A pendulums 

three pendulums and three crests included; sold as is 

304 200 300 2 (Two) Vienna regulator hanging clocks in carved walnut cases, enamel 

dials, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movements with R/A pendulums 

two pendulums and two crests included; sold as is 

305 300 400 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Regulator No. 2 early model 

hanging clock in a mahogany veneered case with reverse painted lower 

tablet, roman numeral painted metal dial, 8 day, time only, weight driven 

movement with maintaining power 

original weight and pendulum included; sold as is 



306 200 300 Germany, Vienna regulator hanging clock in diminutive finely carved 

walnut case, roman numeral brass dial, 8 day, time only movement driven 

by a single brass weight 

clean clock; pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

307 400 600 Lenzkirch, Germany, Freischwinger in a carved cased with turned and 

carved ornaments, arabic numeral brass dial with silvered chapter ring, 8 

day, time and strike movement, serial #1234101 

one small piece of return trim below dial is absent and another piece of 

return trim absent on bottom, finial a replacement; pendulum and crest 

included; sold as is 

308 400 600 Lenzkirch, Germany, gallery clock, or Gutsherren Uhr, architectural oak 

case with applied cast ornaments, top with turned finials, also with applied 

brass decoration Roman numeral silvered dial, black painted steel hands, 8 

days, time and strike movement, serial #871393 

case refinished, and with a few repairs, ornaments cleaned of their 

gilding, moldings with separations at joints, cornice molding with small 

chips at corners, one piece of molding missing under cast shell at top of 

case, the other detached, but with the lock, returns on either side of arch 

molding at case top replaced, one piece of molding replaced on right side 

of case, a few pieces of applied ornament missing at bottom of clock, dial 

with abraded surface, hands painted black movement clean, ticks and 

strikes. 

309 300 400 Gustav Becker, Germany Vienna regulator hanging clock in an ornate 

carved walnut case, arabic numeral brass dial with silvered chapter ring, 8 

day, time and strike, weight driven movement with embossed weights and 

pendulum bob, serial #789114 

front glass is cracked in two places; pendulum, winding crank and 

weights included; sold as is 

310 200 300 3 (Three) American hanging clocks, 8 day spring driven movements 

including a New Haven time and strike banjo with reverse painted tablets, 

a Waterbury Wilson time only long drop schoolhouse in pressed oak case 

and an E. Ingraham Northwestern store regulator with calendar in green 

paint 

three pendulums included; dimensions listed of E. Ingraham with old 

crusty green paint; sold as is 

311 300 500 Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn., short drop octagon hanging clock in 

a mahogany veneer case with ripple molding, roman numeral painted 

metal dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement with two fusees, 

signed by maker on movement and dial 

pendulum included; sold as is 

312 200 300 Anglo American hanging clock in a rosewood case with mother of pearl 

inlay, roman numeral painted metal dial, 8 day spring driven movement 

striking on a bell together with a finely carved aneroid barometer in dark 

stained mahogany case with silvered metal dial signed REGNEROID MADE 

IN ENGLAND 

barometer with several chips; pendulum included; dimensions listed of 

clock; sold as is 

313 250 350 2 (Two) American short drop octagon hanging clocks, 8 day, time only, 

spring driven movements with reverse painted tablets including a 

Waterbury and an Atkins with presentation to Odd Fellows PRESENTED TO 

Nonantum Lodge No. 116 I.O.O.F. / J.G. Davis P.G. 1872 

clean and original clocks with great Odd Fellows presentation; 

pendulums included; sold as is 

314 500 700 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY tall clock in a carved oak open well case 

with brass ornamentation, brass dial with silvered chapter ring and applied 

brass arabic numeral with replaced German 8 day, time and strike, pull 

chain movement driven by a fancy shaped weight 

movement and dial are NOT original and detached; pendulum and 

weights included; sold as is 

315 400 600 Herschede Clock Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, Colonial style hall clock playing one 

of three tunes, Westminster, Whittington, or Canterbury in a mahogany 

case with burl walnut highlights and beveled glasses on trunk and sides, the 

very clean clock; weights, pendulum and tubular bells included; sold as is 



brass dial with silvered chapter ring has applied brass arabic numerals, 

brass corner and center spandrels, tune selector, and moon phase, the 8 

day three train movement chiming quarter hours on nine tubular bells 

316 300 500 2 (Two) English time and strike, weight driven tall clocks including one 

signed W. Lawson, Newton 8 day in a carved dark oak case with mahogany 

trim and brass dial, one signed W. Reynolds, Padstow 30 hour in a soft 

wood case with painted metal dial together with a case only 

weights, pendulums and movements included for two tall clocks; sold as 

is 

317 200 300 Stripling, Lichfield early English tall clock in a deeply carved dark oak case, 

roman numeral square brass dial with single hour hand and applied cast 

brass spandrels, 30 hour, time and strike, weight driven movement 

weight, pendulum and movement included; sold as is 

318 300 400 England standing hall clock, unsigned, in a large and impressive mahogany 

case with beveled glass glazed trunk door, brass dial, roman numeral 

silvered chapter with applied brass numerals, 8 day, time and strike, weight 

driven movement 

glass for trunk door present but loose, pendulum and weights included; 

sold as is 

319 400 600 Standing jeweler's regulator in exotic wood case with burl panel set in 

backboard, beveled glass front and glass sides, roman numeral white 

enamel dial with sweep seconds, 8 day, time only weight driven movement 

with gridiron pendulum 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

320 100 200 Reproduction reverse painted and gold leaf advertising sign for Gormully & 

Jeffery bicycles 

interesting sign in good condition; sold as is 

321 150 250 Vienna regulator hanging clock in a carved walnut case with ebonized 

highlights, roman numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time only movement driven 

by a single brass weight 

clean clock, one lower finial absent; pendulum and weight included; sold 

as is 

322 250 350 Lenzkirch, Germany hanging clock in walnut case with ebonized highlights 

and twist molding, roman numeral silvered brass dial with embossed 

center, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement with R/A pendulum 

attractive clock; split in upper door; pendulum included; sold as is 

323 150 250 2 (Two) Freischwinger wall clocks, walnut cases, enamel dials with 

embossed brass center, 8 day time and strike spring driven movements 

walnut cases in old finish, one top missing, one with upper side molding 

missing, both enamel dials in good condition, original hands, pendulums 

included, sold as is 

324 700 900 2 (Two) banjo clocks, one possibly Tifft in a mahogany case with burl maple 

panels, painted metal dial and arrow hands, 8 day time only weight driven 

movement; E. Howard & Co. No. 4 in a grain panted cherry case and 

painted metal dial with moon hands 

Tifft with mahogany case in an old finish with minor dents and scratches, 

burl veneered panels look original, painted metal dial has soiled and age 

darkened, wood side arms replacements, E. Howard in original finish 

with dings and scratches to bottom door with missing lower tablet, 

center tablet a replacement, original painted dial and hands, sold as is. 

325 250 350 2 (Two) bench made reproduction E. Howard wall clocks including a No. 70 

in a mixed hardwood case and a regulator No. 5 in cherry case with weight 

driven time only movements 

No. 70 in a hardwood case in good overall condition with original finish, a 

couple dings on bottom bracket, some separation of segments that make 

up top door, painted metal dial with staining and minor loss at winding 

arbor, original hands, nice tablet on old glass, No. 5 case in original finish 

and nice overall condition, painted metal dial in good condition with nice 

reproduction tablets, pendulum included, weights and hands missing, 

some case components not currently attached, sold as is. 

326 200 300 2 (Two) English wall clocks with 8 day cable fusee time only brass 

movements, one with rosewood veneered case and brass inlays, painted 

rosewood case in an original finish with some lifting and loss to the brass 

inlay, original dial with flaking and scattered loss, original hands, 



convex metal dial; other in walnut case with curved bracket base and burl 

veneer, painted metal dial 

pendulum missing; other with veneered walnut case in an old finish with 

some dings and chips on outer edge of wood dial surround, wood side 

arms replacements, dial likely a replacement, pendulum included, sold as 

is 

327 150 250 2 (Two) box clocks including Vedette, France, burl walnut case with string 

banding and an 8 day spring driven movement with Westminster chimes; 

German box clock in walnut veneered case with 8 day time and bim bam 

strike spring driven movement 

Vedette case in an old finish with repairs and loss to banding around 

door and age cracks to veneer, silvered dial with minor loss at winding 

arbors, original hands, pendulum included, German box clock with 

original finish with dings and scratches to case, original silvered dial with 

minor staining and scratches around winding arbors, pendulum included, 

sold as is. 

328 200 300 2 (Two) American wall clocks including New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, 

Conn., hanging oak wall clock with paper on metal dial, 8 day time only 

movement; E. Ingraham, Bristol, Conn., hanging gingerbread clock with 

paper on metal dial and 8 day time and strike movement with alarm; a 

rosewood veneered drop pendulum wall clock case 

New Haven with an oak case in an old finish, original paper dial has 

darkened, original tablet, pendulum and hands, Ingraham with a 

refinished glossy oak case, replaced paper dial, replaced tablet, 

rosewood veneered case refinished and in good condition with a couple 

chips near bottom door latch, sold as is. 

329 200 300 4 (Four) French wall clocks with 8 day spring driven time and strike 

movements, including a baker's clock with ebonized wood front case, 

carved cartouche clock with applied ornaments and brass balance lever 

movement, two French carved front wall clocks with wooden dials and 

applied cartouche numerals 

bakers clock a couple spots of loss at edge, replaced paper dial, veneer 

lifting at back of door, pendulum missing, cartouche clock case in original 

finish, engraved brass dial in good condition, original hands, carved front 

clock with walnut case in good overall condition in an old finish and 

original hands and numerals, pendulum included, second carved front 

clock also in good overall condition, old finish, original hands and 

numerals, pendulum included, sold as is 

330 300 400 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Santa Fe wall clock, oak case with curly 

ash door, paper on metal dial, 8 day time and strike spring driven nickel 

plated brass movement 

Case refinished, paper dial is probably original and has staining around 

winding arbors and edge, original hands and pendulum, clean label on 

back, beat scale with loss to finish and paint within the engraved areas, 

sold as is 

331 200 300 2 (Two) large French baker wall clocks with 8 day time and strike spring 

driven pendulum movements, one in oak case with carved wooden flowers 

and a wooden dial with carved center disk and enamel cartouches, other 

with black ebonized wooden case with mother-of-pearl inlays and enamel 

dial 

oak case in nice condition with ebonized bands on bezel, original hands, 

cartouches in good condition, case contains a separate strike mechanism 

tripped by linkage to the main movement that has a bim bam strike on 

two additional gongs, pendulum included. Ebonized example with 

replaced enamel dial containing unused middle winding hole, mother-of-

pearl inlays have some scattered loss but otherwise good condition, 

clock utilizes a spring driven morbier movement, hands and pendulum 

missing, sold as is. 

332 100 200 2 (Two) American spring driven banjo wall clocks with 8 day time and strike 

movements, including E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn. Treasure Island and 

a Henry Ford Museum reproduConn.ion Hull, Willard style banjo clock 

Ingraham in nice overall condition with original finish, original tablets 

have age darkened, original silvered dial clean with some scratches 

around winding arbors,original pendulum bob and hands, finial included, 

Willard reproduction in clean condition for its age in an old finish, 

original hands, pendulum and finial included, sold as is 

333 200 300 2 (Two) American banjo wall clocks with weight driven, time only 

movements, including George D. Hatch, North Attleboro, Mass., cherry 

case and painted metal dial with moon hands; Unsigned Massachusetts 

Attleboro case in an old finish with a couple dings on throat and bottom 

door, original painted dial has scattered loss and lifting paint, original 

hands, bottom tablet with scattered loss, throat tablet a replacement, 

weight included. Unsigned banjo with original finish has some veneer 



banjo in a mahogany veneered case and painted metal dial fitted with a 

possible Conn. weight driven brass movement made using lantern pinions 

loss at bottom door, tablets are later replacements, possibly Waltham 

and are flaking, metal painted dial with surface stains and loss at center 

and winding arbor, pendulum and weight included, minute hand missing, 

sold as is. 

334 250 350 2 (Two) wall clocks including Seth Thomas Clock Co. No. 2 Regulator in oak 

case with 8 day weight driven brass movement; annunciator or call box 

clock possibly made by Seth thomas with cherry case and possibly a 14 day 

time only movement; barometer in mahogany case with string inlay and 

Waltham 8 day brass balance wheel clock insert 

No. 2 Regulator in an old finish, some veneer damage at bottom bracket 

and small piece missing just under top door, dial numerals poorly 

repainted, pendulum missing, upper glass replaced, weight appropriate, 

bezel latch missing, barometer in a cherry case with original finish, 

barometer glass with hairline cracks at center adjustment knob, 

Waltham clock insert a possible replacement and not fixed to case, brass 

plaque engraved with original recipient's name, annunciator with original 

finish in nice condition, paper dial a replacement, original hands and 

tablet, original wiring removed, adjustment knob missing, sold as is 

335 150 250 2 (Two) Vienna regulator wall clocks in veneered cases with 8 day time and 

strike weight driven movements, including a Gustav Becker 

Gustav Becker in good condition with age cracks on top and bottom of 

door, top crest included, bottom drop finial a period replacement, 

movement signed with company seal, enamel dial with small hairline at 5 

o'clock, original beat scale, weights and pendulum included. Unsigned 

example with replaced top curved section of the door, top and bottom 

finials replacements, top crest included, inner dial ring with scratch at 9 

o'clock, seconds hand missing, weights and pendulum included, original 

beat scale, sold as is 

336 250 350 Unknown American cast iron front and hardwood case wall clock with 

painted metal dial, moon hands, 8 day unsigned American spring driven 

time only pendulum movement 

Wood case refinished, gold painted iron case in nice condition with some 

loss to gold paint on raised areas of cast iron design, original paper lining, 

original painted dial has light stains on center area with soiling around 

winding arbor and some loss around mounting screws, original 

pendulum, repair label inside case marked "Keystone Clock Depot, 

Philadelphia, Repaired May 9, 1892", sold as is 

337 200 400 Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., steeple on frame or double steeple shelf 

clock, mahogany veneered case, painted metal dial, club hands, 8 day time 

and strike wagon spring driven movement 

mahogany veneered case in old finish has some chips on the base and 

small damage just above bottom door knob, small chip in left side half 

round front molding, two of the finials with minor damage, lower 

chimneys each with damage to corners, lower wood panel a 

replacement, upper tablet original with scattered loss, replaced metal 

dial, movement marked Chauncey Jerome New Haven is not of the type 

found in Birge & Fuller cases, entire wagon spring assembly a 

reproduction replacement, rear label a reprint. 

338 200 300 2 (Two) Joseph Ives, Bristol, Conn., mahogany veneered mirror clock cases, 

one with birds eye maple corbels 

one with veneer repair on lower left and right side, scroll top a 

replacement, tablet old with scattered loss and a possible replacement 

as it is not the typical type for an Ives mirror, period mirror in door and a 

replaced mirror in bottom section, normally for a painted tablet, case in 

an old finish, finials missing, sold as is. Other example with birds eye 

maple on corbels, original painted tablet with loss, original scroll top, 

bottom tablet replaced with mirrored glass panel, veneer loss on bottom 



right block, an old mirror is included with the case but probably a 

replacement, finials missing, sold as is 

339 250 350 Welch Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn., Lucca, shelf clock, rosewood 

veneered case, painted metal dial, maltese hands, 8 day time and strike 

case in an original alligatored finish with a small chip at the base and a 

small chip on either side of the beveled front, original tablet, three 

original finials and pendulum, sold as is 

340 100 150 Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., model 22 chronometer watch case 

boxes in mahogany, the inner box with viewing aperture 

Box in clean overall condition with some imperfections to finish, 

movement missing, original strap, box stamped on bottom "Instrument 

and carrying cases made by Seth Thomas Clocks Thomaston, Conn.", sold 

as is 

341 300 500 3 (Three) Ithaca calendar shelf clocks including a No. 10 Farmer's , a No. 8 

Shelf Library and No. 7 Shelf Cottage with 8 day time and strike spring 

driven movements 

Farmer's in walnut case with little of the original finish remaining, age 

split on lower left of door, original paper on metal dial has age darkened 

with a surface abrasion on time dial and scattered stains, original paper 

rollers have age darkened, top board a replacement, top left side 

molding missing, Shelf Library in walnut case with old finish in good 

condition, original paper calendar dial has slight yellowing, upper time 

dial is worn in places, original center finial has been repaired with a small 

piece missing along with missing tip, calendar rollers have age darkened, 

Shelf Cottage in walnut case in an old finish in good overall condition, 

paper on metal calendar dial in good condition, time dial with some 

abrasion and wear at winding arbors and minor staining, original hands, 

calendar rollers have age darkened, one pendulum bob included, sold as 

is 

342 100 200 3 (Three) American black mantel clocks including two Ansonia cast iron 

black mantels and Seth Thomas adamantine 

two Ansonias in good condition with some imperfections, dials in good 

condition with original hands, Seth Thomas in good condition with some 

imperfections, paper dial with abrasions, original hands, pendulum bobs 

included, sold as is 

343 100 200 5 (Five) American porcelain mantel clocks including four Ansonia and a 

New Haven, four with lever movements and one pendulum spring driven 

movement 

Small red Ansonia Royal Bonn, all in good condition with darkened dial 

on one of the smaller Ansonias, pendulum included on large Ansonia, 

sold as is 

344 150 250 5 (Five) Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass. spring driven time only desk 

clocks, including a Chinese Lacquer, a Base and Ball, a Fulton, a Raleigh and 

a Comet 

All in good condition with exception of Chinese Lacquer with movement 

not attached to frame but included, Comet missing the barometer, 

Raleigh missing glass, sold as is 

345 100 200 4 (Four) American novelty clocks including Parker Clock Co., Meriden, 

Conn., No. 11 hanging novelty, Waterbury Clock Co. Conductor mini 

carriage and Compass with alarm and Horolovar Ignatz flying pendulum 

clock 

The carriage clock missing its two side glass panels, Waterbury Compass 

with dent in base, Parker with worn dial, Ignatz in good condition, sold as 

is 

346 150 250 5 (Five) horological items including two bench made pillar and scroll cases, 

Seth Thomas wooden dial for tall clock movement, a Connecticut 30hr time 

and strike wood tall clock movement with pewter hands and an English 

square dial, 30 hour, time and strike tall clock movement 

Dial in good condition, both movements complete, two cases are empty 

with no movements, one with reverse painted tablet and other with 

blank dial board, both in good condition, English movement includes 

weights and pendulum; sold as is 

347 150 250 4 (Four) German mantel clocks including Seth Thomas Sons, two Junghans 

and a Winterhalder and Hoffmeier 

Winterhalder with likely a bench made case, Junghans in good condition 

with original finish, other missing a minute hand, Seth Thomas with 

damage to enamel dial at winding arbors, sold as is 



348 200 300 3 (Three) French mantel clocks including a white marble figural with silk 

thread suspension, beehive with inlaid mahogany case and large beehive 

with brass ball finials, 8 day time and strike spring driven movements 

white marble case in good condition with some roughness to back edge 

on each side and a small piece missing on rear left of base, enamel dial 

good with original hands, inlaid beehive in an old finish with some 

scratches at edge, hands missing, silvered dial with dirty streaked 

appearance, movement stamped H&H, large beehive with mahogany 

case in original finish in good overall condition, enamel dial good, original 

hands, movement stamped H&H, pendulums included, sold as is 

349 150 250 3 (Three) French figural clocks including two time and strike and one 

timepiece with 8 day spring driven movements 

Figural with sitting boy has case in good condition, movement lacks bell 

stand, bell and count wheel, pendulum included, figural of a nobleman in 

good condition with loss to gilding on figure, enamel dial good, dial 

center has age darkened, tip of minute hand broken, figural Madonna 

and child in overall good condition with damage at winding arbor to 

enamel dial, original hands, sold as is 

350 200 300 Bench made Massachusetts style dwarf tall clock in a mahogany veneered 

case with German, 8 day, time and strike weight driven movement 

case in very nice overall condition with minor scratches on feet and skirt, 

original finish, painted dial in good condition, small engraved plaque 

inside door reads Robert B. Galbraith 1983, pendulum and weights 

included, bottom panel held in place with magnets, sold as is. 

351 200 300 2 (Two) German singing birdcages with brass cases and spring driven 

movements, mid 20th century 

both in nice clean condition, one with animated bird working but bellows 

not producing sound, other with broken mainspring, sold as is 

352 200 300 3 (Three) French marble mantel clocks including a black marble, onyx with 

lever movement and a black and red middle east style with spring driven 

time and strike movements 

small black marble case with some roughness on corner of front edge, 

metal plaque for top crest detached but included, onyx case with chip on 

top molding of each corner, middle east case with roughness at top front 

edge, both pendulums included, sold as is 

353 300 500 2 (Two) modern Swiss carriage clocks including one with brushed brass 

finish and brass chapter ring, other with beveled glass and brass case with 

damascened 15 jewel movement, both spring driven 8 day lever 

movements 

both currently running and in very nice overall condition, beveled glass 

model retailed by "Shreve Crump & Low Co." movement signed Concord 

Watch Co., 15 jewels Swiss made, other marked "Bucherer, Imhof", sold 

as is 

354 150 250 3 (Three) French clocks including carriage alarm clock with lever 

movement, one small table alarm clock with time and strike with enamel 

dial, one medieval style cast brass case timepiece with enamel cartouches 

carriage clock in ebonized case with strip brass inlays has some loss to 

brass inlay on left side and damage to moldings holding front glass in 

place, top rear brass molding missing, enamel dial with a couple 

scratches, original hands, rear door with veneer loss, small table with 

cast brass case in good condition, enamel dial with chip at the alarm 

hand setting, which is now missing, original hands, cast brass case 

example in good condition, some small damage to number 6 cartouche, 

minute hand missing, sold as is 

355 200 300 5 (Five) crystal regulator clocks including Seth Thomas Clock Co. Empire No. 

201 and Empire No. 300, one Ansonia Clock Co. Dorval and two French 

made with spring driven, time and strike spring driven movements 

Ansonia with chip on upper corner of front beveled glass door panel, 

Empire No. 201 with small chip on rear beveled glass panel, French 

clocks both with original mercury pendulums, both appear to have 

contaminated mercury in one of the vials, sold as is 

356 150 250 2 (Two) Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., mantel clocks including 

Chime Clock No. 11 in mahogany case with Westminster chimes on tuned 

rods and a crystal regulator with cast brass base and top, enamel dial, time 

and strike, both with 8 day spring driven movements 

crystal regulator in good condition with loss to gilding, curved front door 

glass missing, side glass panels OK, enamel dial with soiling around 

winding arbors, minute hand missing, movement signed, chime clock in 

an old finish with some loss to finish at door knob and chips to veneer at 



top, silvered dial has small scattered tarnish areas, original hands, sold as 

is 

357 100 200 5 (Five) assorted clocks including a Waltham mirror car clock, ball watch 

and desk clock, a Herschede small mantel clock and an English made 

novelty clock in the form of a brass cannon, all spring driven lever 

movements 

all in good overall condition with some expected signs of age, mirror 

front car clock with fracture to left edge of glass, sold as is 

358 100 200 6 (Six) assorted instruments including four English barometers, one 

German combination barometer, thermometer and hygrometer made for 

Howard Miller and one short interval timer 

all in good condition, largest barometer with tarnish to the dial, sold as is 

359 100 200 4 (Four) French black marble mantel clocks in tambour style cases, 8 day 

time and strike spring driven movements, three with exposed escapement 

dials 

all in good overall condition with an occasional abrasion, black dial 

example with chip at back edge; white escapement dial with hairline 

cracks and chip on beveled door glass, some chips and damage to edges 

of base corners; black and contrasting marble case with hairlines to dial 

and small damage and roughness to front bottom edge and each corner, 

bell missing, right base side panel repaired, three pendulums included, 

sold as is 

360 100 200 5 (Five) American car clocks including two Chelsea, one New Haven, one 

Auto Improvement Co. and one unmarked, all with spring driven 8 day time 

only movements 

large Chelsea missing seconds hand, smaller Chelsea with tarnished 

silvered dial, New Haven model with loss to nickel plating, Auto 

Improvement model with missing hour hand and general wear to overall 

brass finish, sold as is 

361 200 300 2 (Two) French carriage clocks, one time and strike, other time and alarm 

with decorative case, both 8 day spring driven lever movements 

decorative case example retains original gilding on borders and side 

columns, enamel dial in nice condition with original hands, polished 

brass case example with some wear on base to lacquer finish, enamel 

dial has hairline on upper right corner, minute hand repaired, sold as is 

362 150 250 2 (Two) French carriage clocks in polished brass cases, 8 day time and strike 

spring driven movements, one with press and pull repeat 

repeater example with evidence of being dropped with damage to upper 

left edge of case and enamel dial also with hairlines and large chip in 

upper left corner, original hands, other example with some wear to finish 

from loss of lacquer on the case, enamel dial with poorly redrawn 

chapter ring, original hands, sold as is 

363 200 300 2 (Two) assorted clocks including Boston Clock Co. black marble mantel 

clock with 8 day time and strike tandem wind movement and French 

carriage clock with 8 day lever timepiece 

marble clock with small chips on base corners and small chip on upper 

right corner, dial has hairline crack, original hands, case retains original 

gilding on incised lines of case; carriage clock brass case has tarnished 

over time, enamel dial with hairline crack, case with evidence of original 

silver plating, sold as is 

364 300 500 Chelsea Clock Co., Boston, Mass., Base and Ball mantel clock, brass case, 

6in silvered brass dial with arabic numerals, moon hands in blued steel, 8 

day time and ship's bell strike movement, serial #620725 

cast brass case has raised indent on left of rear flange, case in need of 

polish, silvered dial with light tarnishing and surface scratches to lower 

half, sold as is 

365 150 250 French cartel wall clock, gilded cast metal case, enamel dial with blue 

numerals, french style hands, Japy Freres 8 day time and strike spring 

driven movement 

cast brass case in overall good condition, enamel dial with damage at 

slow and fast port and time side winding arbor, slow and fast setting 

detached from movement but included, sold as is 

366 100 200 4 (Four) small clocks with three carriage clocks including Waterbury, New 

Haven and French made in brass cases and one small etched glass 

American desk clock with 30 hour lever movement 

New Haven and Waterbury fully wound but not ticking, etched glass 

clock and French clock ticking, sold as is 



367 300 400 3 (Three) French carriage clocks including two with pillars and columns at 

the corners, one with columns and conforming molded top and base and 

other with variant case and alarm, all with 8 day spring driven time only 

movements 

Two are ticking, clock with variant case not ticking, sold as is 

368 200 300 3 (Three) French carriage clocks including a cylindrical brass and glass case 

with alarm, others with Corniche and variant cases, all with 8 day time only 

spring driven movements 

Cylindrical example ticking with hairline cracks to the dial and a glass 

panel chipped on two corners, front door glass with chip on bottom 

corner, other two not ticking, sold as is 

369 100 200 Watch staking set and ultrasonic cleaner kit with miscellaneous box of 

cutting tools including taps, milling cutters and some center drills 

sold as is 

370 100 200 Box of 20 assorted novelty desk clocks including Waltham, Elgin, Telechron 

electric, Seth Thomas, Lux, a hygrometer barometer and thermometer set 

and a bench made miniature pillar and scroll clock 

sold as is 

371 100 200 Box of assorted clock movements including fifteen French spring driven, 

three reproduction banjo, one 400 day, a bank vault timer, watch 

escapement display model, and other miscellaneous 

sold as is 

372 100 200 English dial clock in mahogany case with 8 day cable fusee pendulum 

movement 

mahogany case in an old finish in good condition with shrinkage cracks 

and repairs in two places on wooden bezel, original painted dial has age 

darkened with surface stains and hairline cracks to paint layer in several 

places, original hands, dial signed Thos Eames / Bath, pendulum 

included, sold as is 

373 100 200 2 (Two) American wall clocks including miniature banjo and Seth Thomas 

Ship's bell Lever, both with 8 day spring driven movements 

miniature banjo appears to be a Waltham case, now fitted with a New 

Haven dial insert with a possible New Haven or Waltham movement 

inside, overall good condition with some lifting of background paint on 

tablets with some minor paint repairs, Seth Thomas ships bell with 

heavily tarnished case and dial with scratches, sold as is 

374 50 100 4 (Four) miscellaneous clocks including two Swiss brass decorative wall 

clocks in shell motif, a German cuckoo novelty with bouncing swing and a 

French artists palette porcelain dial wall clock 

one of the swiss wall clocks refitted with quartz movement, other with 

original 15 jewel pull wind watch movement, German novelty with 

replaced minute hand and missing hour hand, French clock missing both 

hands, gold rim border worn off, sold as is 

375 100 200 2 (Two) regulator wall clocks including Gustav Becker 2 weight in walnut 

case with applied brass ornaments, enamel dial with embossed center ring 

and 8 day time and strike weight driven movement; French mahogany 

craftsman style case with silvered dial and spring driven 8 day three train 

movement with Westminster chimes 

Gustav Becker in an old finish, wood dial bezel on door cracked in two 

places, some scattered worm holes, top missing, French with original 

finish, dial in good condition with original hands, only one rod remains in 

the chime block, sold as is 

376 500 700 English tavern clock in mahogany veneered case, painted metal dial and 

serpentine hands, 8 day time and strike weight driven movement 

mahogany veneered case in an old finish with ebonized string inlay, good 

condition with small age cracks in lower door, appears veneer on bottom 

bracket has been replaced at some point, very bottom of bracket with 

several age cracks, original painted white dial in nice condition for its age 

with seconds chapter ring worn off, dial signed Stripling, Lichfield, 

original hands with seconds hand a possible later replacement, strike 

side winding arbor grommet missing, appropriate pendulum included, 

weights included, 



377 500 700 Gustav Becker, Germany, Vienna style carved walnut case with applied 

brass elements and carved crest, enamel dial with embossed center, ornate 

hands, 8 day time and strike spring driven movement 

walnut and walnut veneered case in good condition in an old finish, dent 

on wood dial ring on door, a couple dings on bottom, enamel dial 

damaged between 8 and 9 o'clock with noticeable repair, small piece of 

missing veneer on crest, bottom bracket present but detached, original 

hands and pendulum, sold as is 

378 150 250 New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., long drop octagon schoolhouse 

wall clock, mahogany veneered case, paper on metal dial, spade hands, 

weight driven 8 day movement 

mahogany and mahogany veneered case with old finish in good 

condition with small veneer damage on both edges of bottom bracket 

and small piece of veneer missing on edge of bottom half round molding, 

small chip on bottom door molding, paper dial has age darkened and 

stained in center and at subsidiary seconds dial with surface scratches, 

door glass missing, weight a possible replacement, sold as is 

379 200 300 French mantel clock in black marble case with contrasting accents, enamel 

dial with exposed escapement, fleur de lis hands, 8 day time and strike 

spring driven pendulum movement 

black marble case in overall good condition with some roughness on 

base corners and bottom, repair to upper right side piece, enamel dial 

good, original glass, no chips in glass panel, wooden rear access door a 

replacement, sold as is 

380 150 250 Lot of clocks and clock parts including a Hermle, Germany crystal regulator, 

a kit skeleton clock, two slate clock cases only (no movement), three figural 

statues; two porcelain urn style side pieces, etc. 

sold as is 

381 600 800 Edward Hemins, Bicester, England bracket clock in mahogany case with 

ebonized molding sarcophagus top, brass dial with silvered chapter ring 

with maker's signature at 6, 8 day, time only spring driven movement with 

crown wheel escapement and bob pendulum 

clean clock, original crown wheel escapement; sold as is 

382 400 600 A&H Rowley, 180 Gray's Inn Rd, London bracket clock in mahogany case 

with brass ornamentation, brass dial with roman numeral silvered chapter, 

8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement striking on a gong 

dial slightly tarnished but otherwise clean; pendulum and all finials 

included; sold as is 

383 300 400 France large and impressive mantel clock in slate case with malachite inlay, 

two part slate dial with applied roman numerals, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement regulated by mercury pendulum 

some minor chipping in slate; pendulum included; sold as is 

384 250 350 Nat'l Style, London bracket clock in a mahogany case with brass dial, roman 

numeral silvered chapter ring and date aperture at 6, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movement with crown wheel escapement and bob 

pendulum 

tarnished silvering, sold as is 

385 400 600 England, large bracket clock in ebonzied case with brass ornamentation, 

roman numeral silvered dial with engraved center, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement 

cast brass dial trim ring absent; pendulum included; sold as is 

386 300 500 2 (Two) German, 8 day, spring driven bracket clocks in mahogany cases 

including an unsigned time and strike model and a Junghans three train 

with signed movement 

pendulums and finials included; sold as is 

387 350 450 2 (Two) American mirror sided mantel clocks in walnut cases, 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movements including a Wm. L. Gilbert Occidental 

and an Ansonia Clock Co. Monarch 

pendulums and figures included; sold as is 



388 250 350 3 (Three) American spring driven shelf clocks including a Sessions 

gingerbread with interesting Lady Liberty stenciled tablet, a Waterbury 

three train bracket style clock in dome top case and a Waterbury iron front 

three pendulums included; sold as is 

389 200 300 2 (Two) shelf clocks for the English market, 8 day, time and strike spring 

driven, in carved wooden cases including one signed Birkle Bros. London on 

painted metal dial with Chauncey Jerome label on rear and the other with 

marble dial in elaborately carved case featuring mythical creatures in high 

relief and lion 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

390 250 350 2 (Two) Ansonia Clock Co. 8 day, time and strike, spring driven shelf clocks 

including a Composer model with seated figure holding manuscript and the 

other an Olympia base with clock only (missing figure) 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

391 150 250 2 (Two) French crystal regulators in brass and glass cases, 8 day, time and 

strike, spring driven movements 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

392 300 400 2 (Two) French crystal regulator mantel clocks in brass and glass cases, 8 

day, time and strike, spring driven movements including one in oval case 

and the other in case with cast brass textured top and bottom 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

393 150 250 2 (Two) small French crystal regulator mantel clocks in brass and glass 

cases, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movements 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

394 150 250 3 (Three) hanging barometers including a mercury stick barometer in 

mahogany case signed L. Casella, London, a gimbaled mercury brass stick 

barometer and an aneroid wheel barometer 

sold as is 

395 200 300 France, large crystal regulator mantel clock in brass and glass case, 8 day, 

time and strike spring driven movement with mercury pendulum 

pendulum included; sold as is 

396 200 300 2 (Two) American spring driven shelf clocks including an Ansonia Clock Co. 

Crown fancy crystal regulator and a miniature Waterbury carriage clock 

Ansonia missing one glass; pendulum included; sold as is 

397 150 250 3 (Three) French mantel clocks, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven mantel 

clocks, one in inlaid slate case with figure of horse and rider, one in slate 

case with incised decoration and one in alabaster case with brass 

ornamentation 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

398 150 250 3 (Three) French mantel clocks in ornately cast brass cases with 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movements 

three pendulums included; sold as is 

399 350 550 A lot of clock and watchmakers tools, including a bench made wheel 

cutting fixture with dividing plate, two clock test stands, a demagnetizer, a 

small polishing lathe, a mainspring winder, an 8mm Wolf Jahn & Co. 

Geneva pattern watchmakers lathe, an 8mm Boley WW pattern 

watchmakers lathe, a Marshall 8mm watchmakers lathe, and more 

multiple lots sold as is, no returns 

400 400 600 Germany, large and impressive gallery clock, or Gutsherren Uhr, in a deeply 

carved architectural oak case, brass dial with engraved center and arabic 

numeral silvered chapter ring, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement 

very well carved case in good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 

401 100 200 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., Augusta hanging clock missing 

weights, pendulum and part of lower rear backboard 

sold as is 



402 200 300 Micro Lathe III, small model engineers lathe with threaded spindle, 

drawbar for 8mm WW collets, three jaw chuck, cross slide, milling 

attachment, lever feed tailstock, steady rest, and motor 

dirty, in working condition 

403 1000 1500 Jeweler's regulator hanging clock in a walnut case, roman numeral white 

enamel dial with sweep seconds, 8 day, time only Swiss movement driven 

by a brass weight with pinwheel escapement and gridiron pendulum 

weight, movement and pendulum included; sold as is 

404 200 400 A bench made electric seconds beating regulator utilizing some 

Synchronome parts, the oak case with glazed door and roman numeral 

white painted Synchronome dial and dial movement, and Synchronome 

hands, the movement with Synchronome style back plate, aluminum 

bridges and impulse lever, ball bearing impulse roller, and pendulum rod 

with tray for fine regulation, and cylindrical bob 

functionality unknown. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being 

sold to benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors 

(NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

405 300 400 Switzerland, music box playing twelve tunes with nickel plated movement, 

13in cylinder and a 62 tooth comb in an inlaid rosewood case with original 

tune card on inner cover 

includes short hand written provenance; one tooth broken; plays tune; 

sold as is 

406 150 250 Seth Thomas Sons & Co., New York, model 8003 shelf clock in a bronzed 

finish figural (Rebecca at the Well) spelter case with a 15 day, time and half 

hour strike, spring driven movement 

clean clock; pendulum included; sold as is 

407 200 300 Japy Freres, Paris, France in a slate case surmounted by bronze allegorical 

figure representing Industry, roman numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time 

and strike, spring driven movement 

clean clock; pendulum included; sold as is 

408 250 350 S. Marti, Paris, France in a bronze figural case depicting a hunter with his 

hound and slain goose on a slate base resting on cast bronze feet, roman 

numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

409 100 200 W.B. Lorton, New York painted iron front mantel clock, roman numeral 

papered metal dial, 30 hour, time and strike, spring driven movement 

great original finish; pendulum included; sold as is 

410 150 250 2 (Two) French figural pieces in spelter including a clock on griotte marble 

base surmounted by female figure, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement together with a large allegorical figural work representing 

Industry and Science titled "Industrie Aidee par La Science par Racouley" 

clean pieces; pendulum included; sold as is 

411 300 400 Reproduction, Ansonia Clock Co., Hanging Antique wall clock in oak case 

with brass ornamentation, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven 

movement, late 20th century 

this well-made modern reproduction, of a large and rare model, is in 

good condition; pendulum, weights, and crest included; sold as is. 

412 250 350 Leland Hurst, Centennial, Colorado, reproduction "Dachluhr" style hanging 

Vienna regulator clock in a six light case, time only movement driven by a 

single decorative brass weight 

Nicely made copy of a Dachluhr style Vienna regulator in walnut, walnut 

veneer and contrasting wood. The panel inset in the backboard looks to 

have come from a music box cover. The black dial movement was made 

by Lenzkirch. Extra nice period pendulum and weight. Crack in lower 

door glass. Sold as is. 

413 200 300 Dutch Staartklok or Friesland hanging clock in a hooded glass and wooden 

case with 30 hour, time, strike and alarm, weight driven four posted 

movement, painted metal dial 

the case has some repairs, age splits, scratches and minor losses and was 

refinished long ago. The brass finials are not correct. The old glass is 

wavy; the brass weight has an old patina and some dents. The colorful 

painted metal dial has darkened a bit, but otherwise is very nice. The 

pendulum bob is not original but looks okay. Sold as is. 



414 200 300 Dutch Stoelklok hanging clock with 30 hour, time, strike and alarm, weight 

driven movement 

the alarm chain absent. Lead trim has lost much of its decoration. 

Otherwise this is a nice original clock that retains good dial paint and 

original paint on mermaids. No weight nor pendulum. Sold as is. 

415 100 200 A late 20th century girl with sticks and ball automaton, the figure with 

bisque head and arms, plastic body with green and white dress, each hand 

with a stick, a string between them suspending a ball, alternately raising 

her arms causing the ball to slide from one end of the string to the other, 

her head nodding as if to watch the movement of the ball, on a burgundy 

felt covered base with concealed movement and music box 

working 

416 100 200 A late 20th century baby in a basket automaton, the infant contained in a 

painted, woven container with it's legs protruding from the front, all on a 

brown velvet covered base with spurious makers label 

not working 

417 300 400 Anonymous, a 20th century horseless carriage automaton, the early 

automobile being cranked by a fur coat and mask clad gent, the vehicle, 

trunk and hood bouncing vigorously, the woman inside the vehicle, also in 

cold weather dress and being jostled about, almost certainly annoyed by 

the whole affair, all mounted to a green velvet covered wooden base 

containing the automaton movement 

dirty, vehicle lacking minor trim and with flaking paint, lacking passenger 

door window and windshield glass, body with splits, top of base not 

attached, front left leaf spring broken, movement working, linkage 

between movement and vehicle not functioning 

418 150 250 American shelf clock in carved column, carved eagle splat and carved paw 

feet with associated 30 hour wooden works movement and Eli Terry 8 Day 

Clocks label on inside of case 

great carved case with eagle splat and carved paw feet, tablet replaced 

with clear glass; pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

419 150 250 Cybis porcelain figurine Great White Heron posing at 19" high limited 

edition #86 of 350 including wooden framed glass display case, produced 

from 1965 to 1973, originally retailed for $850 to $1300 

dimensions include display case, sold as is 

420 600 800 France, mantel clock in finished spelter case of allegorical female figure 

representing Industry supporting ball form swinging arm clock above her 

head, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement 

sold as is. From the James F. Chamberlain collection, being sold to 

benefit the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) 

of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

421 100 200 4 (Four) clocks including a Seth Thomas 8 day, time and strike adamantine 

style mantel clock, a metallic gallery style electric slave clock by Bulova, a 

French time and strike mantel clock in spelter case and a hanging German 

porcelain plate clock with brass dial 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

422 200 300 England, tall clock in mahogany and mahogany veneer case with three 

brass finials and unusual wavy trim above and to the rear on hood, painted 

metal dial, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movement 

pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

423 300 400 Paul Hartmann Junior, Wien, Austria, bracket clock in ebonized case with 

brass ornamentation, roman numeral brass dial with two subsidiary dials in 

the arch for striking, 60 hour, three train movement, spring driven 

movement striking on two bells with bob pendulum 

bob on pendulum absent and crutch loose, broken bell; movement loose 

in case; sold as is 

424 150 250 England, unsigned bracket clock in a mahogany case with roman numeral 

brass dial, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement with single fusee 

pendulum included; sold as is 

425 200 300 3 (Three) European clocks including a 19th century Austrian miniature 

bracket clock signed Peter Vogt, 30 hour, time only spring driven 

movement in mahogany case, together with a Buren, Swiss made early 

sold as is 



20th century reproduction of a miniature lantern clock, and lastly a lantern 

style hanging clock with four posted 30 hour, time and strike, weight driven 

movement with endless chain winding 

426 200 300 A lot of watchmakers tools including boxed, 8mm lathe collets, two staking 

sets, a roller remover, punches, optivisor with lenses, files, tweezers, 

screwdrivers , and more 

some tools with rust, multiple lots sold as is, no returns 

427 200 300 Large group of vintage and antique items including Sextant and Midwest 

painted case aluminum aircraft and automobile hanging plaques, brass and 

copper plant stand, a large brass tripod candelabra, Brooke Bond Tea and 

Coffee wagon cast iron toy, bronze bust on a marble base, heavy bronze 

eagle door stop, set of good quality Edwardian door hardware, etc. 

sold as is 

428 2000 3000 American hanging jeweler's regulator in a walnut case with burl walnut 

panels, surmounted by crest with bust of Jenny Lind, roman numeral white 

enamel dial with sweep seconds, 8 day Swiss timepiece movement with 

pinwheel escapement, gridiron lyre pendulum and driven by a brass 

weight, with silvered beat scale 

case retains an old finish with losses and repairs to several burl panels, 

repairs to arch on door; hands and pendulum original to movement; dial 

in excellent condition 

429 400 600 England, bracket clock in an inlaid mahogany case with brass 

ornamentation, brass dial with roman numeral silvered chapter ring and 

strike / silent and fast / slow subsidiary dials, 8 day, three train, spring 

driven movement striking on two gongs 

pendulum included, no suspension spring; sold as is 

430 250 350 5 (Five) American mantel clocks including a New Haven figural of 

combatant on enameled cast iron base, an Ansonia figural with enameled 

cast base, a Seth Thomas with German magnetically impulsed pendulum 

movement, an Ansonia and a Waterbury in enameled cast iron cases 

all pendulums included; sold as is 

431 150 250 4 (Four) European mantel clocks including a French red porcelain cased 

with gilt highlights, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement, a 

French figural in spelter case, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven 

movement, an Ansonia alarm clock rear wind with cast brass front and 

roman numeral cartouches, and a battery operated Swiss desk clock with 

calendar 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

432 200 300 Reproduction Musselburgh skeleton clock, Asian, signed on arabic numeral 

silvered chapter ring WU SMITH MAKER MUSSELBURCH INVENTOR, late 

20th / early 21st century 

pendulum and dome included; sold as is 

433 100 200 Desk items including a Sochard, Swiss table clock in cast brass case with 

rose quartz base and arabic numeral silvered dial, 8 day time only 

movement together with a cast brass inkwell stand with two cut glass 

inkwells and cast brass tops 

good condition; sold as is 

434 250 350 6 (Six) hanging banjo clocks including a full size Waltham electric with 

original wiring and plug, chiming New Haven, a Salem and a Smiths with 

lever escapements, and two miniature New Havens, one of 8 day duration 

and a Willis model, circa early 20th century 

all finials and one pendulum included; sold as is 



435 200 300 2 (Two) European hanging clocks including a Morbier with white enamel 

dial signed J. Belin A Pradelles, weight driven, time and strike movement 

with bracket and an Austrian three train gilt picture frame clock 

no pendulums nor weights included; sold as is 

436 200 300 3 (Three) European hanging clocks including a gilded French cartel clock by 

A.D. Mougin and two English gallery or pub clocks with time only and 

spring driven movements with single fusees, one signed Butcher / 

Wellingham and the other Bruford / Exeter 

cartel clock has no hands, nor pendulum and movement is loose in case; 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

437 300 400 Franklin Heirloom Furniture Co., reproduction of Thomas Jefferson's tall 

clock in a broken arch mahogany case with crotch mahogany veneer, 

painted metal dial signed Thos. Voight, Philada, 8 day, three train, weight 

driven movement with endless chain winding, serial #192 

clean clock, no pendulum, three weights included; sold as is 

438 400 600 Bilby, Dorling, Bury St. Edmonds, England tall clock in a mahogany case 

with sarcophagus top, brass dial with cast brass spandrels, roman numeral 

silvered chapter ring, strike / silent subsidiary dial in arch, 8 day, time and 

strike, weight driven movement 

one replaced finial, weights and pendulum included; sold as is 

439 150 250 Lot of novelty clocks including 14 (Fourteen) miniature German wall clocks 

of which eleven are shield style and three porcelain plate style together 

with 10 (Ten) Lux clocks, mostly miniature cuckoos 

good condition, pendulums present for most; sold as is 

440 200 300 8 (Eight) framed works of art including several water colors including 

seascapes, maritime and village scenes, a colored lithograph titled La 

Guirlande, and an oil on canvas of a ship 

sold as is 

441 200 300 Laterndluhr in bench made walnut nine light case, roman numeral white 

enamel dial, long duration 30 day, time only, weight driven movement of 

the period signed Jos. Pable In Tulbing 

good modern reproduction case with period mid-19th century 

movement; dial with dent near winding arbor; pendulum also a 

replacement; weight included; sold as is 

442 250 350 Vienna regulator in serpentine mahogany case with ebonized trim, roman 

numeral two part white enamel dial with cast brass pie crust bezel, 8 day, 

three train movement driven by three brass weights 

refinished case with components of ebonized trim detached; dial with 

hairlines; weights and pendulum included; sold as is 

443 300 400 Germany, Black Forest, Vienna regulator in an elaborately carved oak case 

with hunting motif, roman numeral two part white enamel dial, 8 day, time 

and strike, weight driven movement 

case complete including deer antlers; pendulum and weights included; 

sold as is 

444 100 200 2 (Two) hanging clocks including a French baker's clock in Black Forest 

carved case, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement together with 

a reproduction water clock or clepsydra signed James Kilner Bedefordie 

Anno Dom 1670 with stylized cast brass eagle plaque in center 

one pendulum included; sold as is 

445 200 300 An Asian reproduction of the Seth Thomas Clock Co. Regulator No. 4 

hanging clock in a mahogany case, roman numeral painted metal dial, 8 

day, time only movement driven a brass weight 

pendulum and weight included, weight with dings; sold as is 

446 150 250 Germany, Vienna regulator hanging clock in an inlaid walnut case, roman 

numeral enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike movement driven by two brass 

weights 

unusual and attractive inlaid case in good condition; pendulum and 

weight included; sold as is 

447 150 250 Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn., Regulator No. 3 hanging clock in a 

pressed oak case with reverse painted advertisement for C.&N.W. RY 

advertisement later; pendulum included; sold as is 



NORTHWESTERN LINE, arabic numeral papered metal dial, 8 day, time only, 

spring driven movement with two winding arbors 

448 250 350 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Regulator No. 2 hanging clock in 

a mahogany and mahogany veneer case with reverse painted lower tablet, 

painted metal dial with spade hands, 8 day, time only, weight driven 

movement 

heavily varnished case; replaced lower tablet; weight and pendulum 

included; sold as is 

449 200 300 Gustav Becker, Germany Vienna regulator grande sonnerie hanging clock in 

a carved walnut case with white enamel dial, 8 day, three train movement 

driven by three brass weights 

minor veneer loss on perimeter of base; pendulum and weights included; 

sold as is 

450 300 400 Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster, Penn., Model 21 marine chronometer, 14 

jewel, key wind and set fusee movement, spring detent escapement, large 

mono-metallic balance and helical balance spring, Arabic numeral metal 

dial with wind indicator marked Sidereal, black painted steel spade and 

poker hands, with gimbaled brass bowl, and contained three tier 

mahogany box with brass furniture and padded mahogany outer box with 

leather strap 

top plate abraded; barrel ratchet missing; balance with excessive; no 

wind indicator hand; for restoration; sold as is 

451 200 300 W. Bennett, London, England hanging tavern clock in a mahogany and 

mahogany veneer case, painted metal dial with maker's signature and 

spade hands, 8 day, time only, spring driven movement with single fusee 

very attractive case in good condition; replaced pendulum; sold as is 

452 300 400 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Bagdad hanging clock,in a walnut case, 

roman numeral papered metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, time and strike, 

spring driven movement 

good condition of case; replaced tablet and dial; pendulum included; sold 

as is 

453 100 200 French, P D, Paris, figural mantel clock, gilt brass case, painted cast brass 

dial, fleur de lis hands, 8 day, time and strike spring driven brass 

movement. 

gilt metal case in overall nice condition. Replaced movement and dial 

with some loss to the painted numbers. Movement is stamped: P D Paris; 

sold as is 

454 150 250 Waterbury Clock Co., Augusta hanging clock in a carved oak case with brass 

ornamentation, roman numeral silvered brass dial with Waterbury hands, 8 

day, time and strike, weight driven movement 

replaced backboard; no weights nor pendulum; sold as is 

455 400 600 Richtige Zeit., Germany hanging jeweler's regulator in a walnut case, roman 

numeral white enamel dial with sweep seconds, 8 day, time and drop off 

strike, weight driven movement with meter long pendulum 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is. From the James F. 

Chamberlain collection, being sold to benefit the National Association of 

Watch and Clock Collectors (NAWCC) of Columbia, Pennsylvania. 

456 250 350 England, bracket clock case and movement including an ebonized case with 

brass trim and a three train movement striking on a set of four gongs, no 

dial nor hands 

pendulum included; sold as is 

457 200 300 National Cash Register, Dayton, Ohio total adder cash register machine 

similar to the Model 452, bronze housing for drawer and register keys up 

to $90 bolted to an oak base with applied cast bronze National logo 

the top mounted display is absent; the drawer is locked with no key; 

model tag is absent; sold as is 

458 100 200 2 (Two) 8 day, time and strike, spring driven mantel clocks including an 

Ansonia Arion figural on cast iron enameled base and a French slate and 

marble clock with gilt ornamentation and gilt incising 

two pendulums included; sold as is 

459 200 300 France, mantel clock in black and variegated multicolor marble case 

surmounted by reclining child with three putti mounts on base, roman 

numeral white enamel dial, 8 day, time and strike, spring driven movement 

case in good condition; pendulum included; sold as is 



460 100 200 Lot of Morbier material and parts including several pendulums, one 

movement and dial, several other enamel dials, side doors, and a pair of 

weights 

sold as is 

461 250 350 Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, MO., Fashion Calendar No. 4, 

double dial calendar clock, walnut case, paper on metal dial, spade hands, 

8 day, time and strike spring driven brass movement. 

Refinished walnut case in good condition with a couple chips to the 

veneer on the top, original painted time dial is distorted with paint loss 

and wear to the numbers, painted calendar dial is in good condition for 

its age with a small chip, original hands, top finial is a replacement, other 

two look original, calendar rollers have age darkened, Fashion logo looks 

to be original, clean instruction label inside. 

462 200 400 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Fashion No. 4, double dial 

calendar clock, walnut case, paper and painted metal dials, Seth Thomas 

hands, 8 day, time and strike spring driven brass movement. This is the 

same model made by Seth Thomas for the Southern Calendar Clock, St. 

Louis, MO. 

Walnut case has been refinished with repairs to the top arch, the top 

right front molding and some veneer loss to the calendar dial mask, 

there is some cracking and splitting of the veneer on the top, paper time 

dial has been replaced, painted calendar dial has some paint loss, stains 

and a small area of lifting paint, the name on the glass has faded a little 

with some minor loss, one of the finials is broken off and will need 

attention, original calendar rollers have age darkened, movement is 

signed, original pendulum. 

463 150 250 Large lot of clock case parts including dozens of finials, dozens of crests, 

doors, backboards, etc. 

sold as is 

464 200 300 Lot of approximately 20 (Twenty) hanging and mantel clock movements 

including German for Vienna regulators, Ansonia with exposed 

escapement, French, etc. together with several dials 

sold as is 

465 150 250 The Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY, No. 10 Farmers, double dial 

calendar clock, walnut case, paper metal dials, maltese hands, 8 day, time 

and strike spring driven brass movement. 

Original walnut case has scattered loss the applied finish; crest has the 

top most piece broken off, two paper dials have age darkened a little 

with loss on the edges, minute hand looks replaced as it is larger than 

the hour hand, calendar rollers have age darkened. 

466 100 200 10 (Ten) tall clock dials including square, arch form, etc mostly English 

brass composite and a pair of modern for German movements 

sold as is 

467 100 200 Lot of brass tall clock movements including German movement striking on 

tubular bells, two English 8 day movements and one English 30 hour 

movement together with plates and wheels 

sold as is 

468 200 300 Lot of 6 (Six) English 30 hour, weight driven, brass movements with brass 

dials for tall clocks 

sold as is 

469 200 300 Large lot of clock pendulums for French and American hanging and mantel 

clocks 

sold as is 

470 200 300 4 (Four) European 8 day, weight driven brass movements and dials for tall 

clocks including two English, one Scandinavian and one German three train 

sold as is 

471 100 200 Large lot of clock pendulums for hanging and tall clocks including a Seth 

Thomas pendulum for a Regulator No. 2 or similar 

sold as is 

472 200 300 Large lot of miscellaneous clock parts including domes, a large nest 

graduated bells, many clock bells and gongs, cast brass case parts and trim, 

pulleys, bushings, pendulum parts, winding keys and cranks, ring sizers, etc. 

sold as is 



473 100 200 Lot of European mantel clock parts including two English cases with burl 

veneer, a small German table clock case only, a base for a dome and a 

fusee bracket clock movement appropriate for one of the English cases 

sold as is 

474 250 350 Massachusetts style hanging wood front banjo clock or patent timepiece in 

a mahogany and mahogany veneer case with wooden side arms, painted 

metal dial, 8 day, time only, weight driven movement 

attractive clock; weight and pendulum included; sold as is 

475 800 1200 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, NY, Antique Standing tall clock in a carved 

oak case with brass ornamentation, roman numeral brass dial with silvered 

chapter ring, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movement 

replaced top is not correct; missing two finials; original weights and 

pendulum included; sold as is 

476 100 200 Germany, tall clock case only, large and impressive carved mahogany case 

with brass ornamentation and beveled glass doors 

sold as is 

477 400 600 Wm. Kipling, London, England tall clock in mahogany case with 

sarcophagus top, roman numeral brass dial with silvered chapter ring and 

maker's signature in boss, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movement 

good condition case; clock originally of the mid 18th century period with 

Victorian repairs and updates including a chime mechanism added 

previously now absent; pendulum and weights included; sold as is 

478 100 200 Large lot of American clock weights including twelve pairs of 30 hour cast 

iron weights, one pair of 8 day cast iron weights for a shelf clock, two flat 

broad weights for regulators / Mass. shelf clocks, one cast iron wafer 

weight, etc. 

sold as is 

479 100 200 Large lot of mostly modern brass and brass clad tall clock weights, 

approximately 22 (Twenty-two) 

sold as is 

480 50 100 Lot of brass clock weights including a matching set of three nicely engraved 

Vienna regulator weights, two matching embossed Vienna regulator 

weights, pair of Ansonia or Waterbury twist weights, regulator weight, etc. 

sold as is 

481 50 100 Lot of period clock weights including a cast iron tall clock weight, a pear 

shaped weight, German style tall clock weight, etc. 

sold as is 

482 150 250 2 (Two) Waltham Watch Co. hanging clocks with 8 day, time only, spring 

driven movements with lever escapements including a miniature 

presentation banjo and a model with gilded long rectangular framed case 

set with mirror and roman numeral Art Deco style dial 

miniature banjo in box disassembled, but looks complete other than 

crystal; sold as is 

483 1000 1500 Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., Regulator No. 46 hanging jeweler's 

regulator in a walnut case, roman numeral white enamel dial with moon 

hands and sweep seconds, 8 day, time only Swiss movement with pinwheel 

escapement and gridiron lyre pendulum driven by a single brass weight 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

484 800 1200 Pennsylvania tall clock in mahogany case, scrolled broken arch top with 

brass rosettes, two turned full columns flanking hood and trunk doors, 

crotch mahogany trunk door, banded mahogany base resting on straight 

French feet, arabic numeral painted metal dial in the Philadelphia style, 

possibly by William Jones, 8 day, time and strike, weight driven movement 

case has an old finish with veneer in good condition, no finials; dial 

darkened with blistering on right side and losses to moon phase, minute 

hand replaced; period weights and pendulum 

485 300 400 A good lot of reference books on metal-ware, inkwells, and boxes, 

including "The English Candlestick" by Koldeweij, "Russian Silver in 

America" by Odom, "Metalwork in Early America" by Fennimore, 

"Domestic Metalwork 1640 - 1820" by Gentle & Feild, "American Copper & 

multiple lots sold as is, no returns 



Brass" by Kauffman, "Antique Boxes Inside and Out" by Cummins, 

"Inkstands and Inkwells" by Rivera, and others 

486 100 150 A lot of reference books, owners manuals, and catalogs for Mercedes Benz 

automobiles, models including 200, 220, 230, 240, 250, 250, 280, 300, and 

450 series, engine and chassis catalogs A and F, references on the company 

history including "The Mercedes Benz Racing Cars" by Ludvigsen, 

"Mercedes" by Bishop, Mercedes Benz Diesel Automobiles" by Nitske, 

"Mercedes for the Road" by Rasmussen, and others 

multiple lots sold as is, no returns 

487 400 600 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, Santa Fe wall clock, mahogany case, paper on 

metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, double wind weight driven brass 

movement. 

Mahogany case in good condition in an old finish, replaced paper dial, 

original hands, the crest while nicely done is a replacement, original 

weights and pendulum. 

488 250 350 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., Office Calendar No. 4, double 

dial calendar wall clock, walnut case, painted metal dials, spade hands, 8 

day, time and strike spring driven brass movement. 

Oak case in original finish in very good condition, original painted dials in 

good condition, original hands, calendar rollers have age darkened, clean 

labels inside. 

489 400 600 Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., wall clock, oak case, painted 

metal dial, spade hands, 8 day, weight driven brass timepiece movement. 

We could not find this clock in the catalog of this size. It may have been 

made for U. S. Wireless. 

Oak case in original finish in very good condition, repainted original dial, 

original hands, pendulum and weight, name on the glass is original. 

490 400 600 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, Regent, mantel clock, cast metal case, 

enameled dial, 8 day, time and strike spring driven brass movement. 

Cast metal case in a brass finish in nice condition, enameled dial has 

hairline cracks, original hands, movement is signed. 

491 300 400 Norris North, Torrington, Conn., clock, carved column and splat case, 

painted wood dial, Terry type hands, 30 hour, time and strike weight driven 

east-west wood movement. 

Mahogany veneered case in good condition in an old finish, original 

painted dial in good condition, door key opening now covered over, but 

the lock is still there, period mirror, but likely a replacement, original 

hands, dark label inside. 

492 600 800 Welch, Spring & Co., Bristol, Conn., Regulator Calendar No. 1, double dial 

calendar clock, rosewood veneered case, painted metal dial, maltese 

hands, 8 day, double wind weight driven brass movement. 

Rosewood veneered case in original finish has loss of the veneer or grain 

painting on the dial surround and some loss on the time dial door, 

original time dial has some scattered paint loss, original calendar dial has 

scattered small areas of raised paint, original hands, bottom tablet looks 

original, one weight is missing. 

493 200 300 Ansonia Clock Co., New York, Marquis, crystal regulator mantel clock, glass 

and brass case, enameled dial, Fleur de lis hands, 8 day, time and strike 

spring driven brass movement. 

Brass case in overall good condition, cast ornaments have been gold 

painted and now mellowed over time, original enameled dial has hairline 

cracks, original hands, beveled glass panels are fine, some loss of the 

gilding on the pendulum, movement is signed. 

494 300 400 Jaeger Lecoultre, Switzerland, Atmos mantel clock, polished brass case, 

painted brass dial, perpetual movement regulated by a torsion pendulum, 

serial #38938 

sold as is 

495 250 350 Germany, Black Forest shelf cuckoo clock in a carved case with bone roman 

numerals, time and strike spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

496 100 200 Austria, gilt picture frame hanging clock with black highlights, roman 

numeral white enamel dial with pie crust bezel, 30 hour, time and strike, 

spring driven movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

497 200 300 7 (Seven) clocks including a Seth Thomas three train dome top mantel clock 

with Westminster chimes, a Seth Thomas tambour shelf clock, a New 

three pendulums included; sold as is 



Haven enamel cast iron shelf clock, a New Haven miniature tambour desk 

clock, Jefferson Golden Hour shelf clock together with a West German and 

a Harwich ship's clock 

498 150 250 France, a late 19th century cylindrical carriage clock, brass case with 

carrying handle and glazed aperture for viewing escapement, roman 

numeral white enamel dial with blued steel hands, and round, two train 

movement with cylinder platform, striking on a bell 

case with minor staining and tarnish, dial dirty and with hairlines, 

movement ticks briefly, striking functional 

499 50 100 Lot of keys for doors and other antique cabinetry including many keys for 

clock doors 

sold as is 

500 800 1200 E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass., hanging gallery clock with painted dial on 

marble front mounted to painted wooden case, 8 day, time only, weight 

driven movement 

pendulum and weight included; sold as is 

501 500 700 Seth Thomas "Office Calendar No. 1" clock Redone dials. No weight. Movement with complete lower calendar 

mechanism. Original calendar drums. sold as is 

502 300 400 2 (Two) Seth Thomas time and strike long drop school house wall clocks 

with sub seconds bits 

sold as is 

503 300 400 Gilbert time only weight driven wall regulator sold as is 

504 300 400 Seth Thomas "Garfield" 8 day time and strike wood cased mantel clock Good overall condition. Original hands, dial, case and movement. sold as 

is 

505 300 500 Seth Thomas 8 day weight driven time only wall clock with sub seconds bit 

and large mahogany case 

sold as is 

506 300 400 Seth Thomas gallery clock 30 day time only In an oak case. Dial size is 17in. sold as is 

507 250 350 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Seth Thomas time only 8 day "Library" 

clock, an American 8 day time only calendar regulator and a Waterbury 

"Springfield" 8 day time only wall clock 

Please note, Waterbury lower case piece inside case. sold as is 

508 250 350 Ansonia 8 day time and strike "Cortez" Figurial mantel clock with Brocot 

exposed escapement 

Sword blade missing. sold as is 

509 250 350 German 8 day time and strike weight driven mantel clock with beveled 

glass upper and lower door. 

sold as is 

510 200 300 2 (Two) 8 day store regulators, one with a Peterson Jewelry Co. Advertising 

lower glass. 

sold as is 

511 200 300 2 (Two) clocks including an Ansonia "Queen Elizabeth" 8 day time and 

strike wall clock and a Waterbury calendar 8 day time and strike shelf clock 

The Waterbury has NO dials. sold as is 

512 200 300 2 (Two) Connecticut 8 day cornice and column shelf clocks sold as is 

513 200 300 2 (Two) English spring driven wall clocks sold as is 

514 200 300 2 (Two) mantel and a wall clock including an Ansonia clock Co. ginberbread 

mantel clock with patented indicator pendulum, a Waterbury 8 day time 

and strike ginberbread clock and a Waterbury spring driven time only wall 

clock 

sold as is 

515 200 300 2 (Two) mantel clocks including an 8 day time and strike gingerbread clock 

with Jacot's pendulum and a Wm. L. Gilbert 8 day time and strike 

"Occidental" wood cased mantel clock with statues and pendulum 

sold as is 



516 200 400 2 (Two) regulator wall clocks including a Waterbury time only regulator 

with nickel pendulum bob & top inside case and a Vienna 2-weight 

regulator with nice pendulum. 

Please note, the Vienna has NO weights. sold as is 

517 200 300 2 (Two) shelf clocks including a Forestville 8 day cornice and column spring 

driven shelf clock with lower reverse glass painting and a Birge & Fuller 8 

day brass cornice and column shelf clock with carved splat 

The Forestville has NO pendulum and its splat is inside the case. The 

Birge & Fuller has a pendulum., sold as is 

518 200 300 3 (Three) mantel clocks including an E. Ingraham "Doric" 8 day time and 

strike mantel clock, a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike miniature cornice 

and column, and a Brewster & Ingrahams 30 hour brass springs Steeple 

clock 

sold as is 

519 200 300 3 (Three) shelf clocks including a Gilbert 8 day time and strike shelf clock 

with regulator pendulum, a 30 hour time and strike ogee with religious 

lower glass and an Ansonia 30 hour time and strike weight driven wood 

cased shelf clock 

Please note, the Ansonia has NO weights., sold as is 

520 200 300 3 (Three) shelf clocks including an F. Kroeber calendar clock, an Ansonia 

"Occidental" time and strike mantel clock and an 8 day time and strike 

ginberbread 

The Ansonia Occidental has both statues, sold as is 

521 200 300 3 (Three) wall clocks including a New Haven time and strike spring driven 

wall clock, a German time and strike spring driven wall clock and a time 

only spring driven regulator 

Please note, the New Haven does NOT have a pendulum. sold as is 

522 200 300 3 (Three) wall clocks including a New Haven time and strike spring driven 

wall clock, an F. Kroeber 8 day time and strike wood cased wall clock and a 

Gilbert "Columbia" 8 day time and strike wall clock 

Please note, the Gilbert has cracked glass and the finial is iniside case. 

sold as is 

523 200 300 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike school 

house clock, an 8 day time and strike school house clock and a New Haven 

8 day long drop school house calendar clock 

sold as is 

524 200 400 3 (Three) weight driven Vienna regulators Please note, there are NO weights. sold as is 

525 200 300 4 (Four) wall clocks including Two New Haven 8 day time only calendar long 

drop school house clocks, a German time and strike Box regulator and a 

store regulator Case 

sold as is 

526 200 300 Ansonia "La Cantal" Royal Bonn China clock sold as is 

527 200 300 Ansonia time only 8 day time only "Queen Mary" spring driven wall clock sold as is 

528 200 300 Chelsea clock Co., Boston, Mass., weight driven wall clock Please note, there is NO dial and NO weight, sold as is 

529 200 300 English Fusee Double Dial Pub clock with 12 in. dials sold as is 

530 200 400 French 8 day time, strike and alarm with repeat button brass & glass 

carriage clock 

Dial is signed "E. Thomas De La Marine". Lever platform escapement., 

sold as is 

531 200 300 German Three weight Vienna regulator Please note, there are NO weights. sold as is 

532 200 400 Gilbert time only weight driven wall regulator sold as is 

533 200 300 Herschede Oversized Tambour time, strike & chime mantel clock sold as is 

534 200 300 Large time only weight driven wall regulator with glass marked "Standard 

Time" 

Please note, there is a broken hook on the weight. sold as is 



535 200 300 LeCoultre "Atmos" clock with good suspension and pendulum sold as is 

536 200 300 Marshall & Adams, Senecha Falls, NY Carved column and splat weight 

driven time and strike shelf clock 

Please note, there are NO weights. sold as is 

537 200 300 Self Winding Clock Company New York Electro-Mechanical wall regulator 

Naval Observatory Time Western Union Label in oak quarter sawn case 

Original dial, hands, case & movement. sold as is 

538 200 400 Seth Thomas 30 day spring driven gallery clock Dial is flaking, dial size is 18in. sold as is 

539 200 400 Seth Thomas clock Co. Thomaston, Conn., "Regulator No. 2" hanging clock 

in an oak case, painted metal dial, 8 day, time only weight driven 

movement 

pendulum included; sold as is 

540 200 400 Seth Thomas clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., "Regulator No. 2" oak weight 

driven wall clock. 

there is NO weight; sold as is 

541 200 400 Terry weight driven time only wall clock All accessories are inside case., sold as is 

542 200 300 Tiffany & Co. New York 8 day time and strike French mantel clock in Black 

Slate with brass trimmings 

Good hands, enamel dial, japy style movement. sold as is 

543 200 400 Vienna Single weight regulator time only sold as is 

544 200 400 Waterbury clock Co., Waterbury, Conn., "Montreal" walnut wall clock sold as is 

545 150 250 3 (Three) mantel clocks including an 8 day time and strike ginberbread 

clock with fancy pendulum, a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike "Eclipse" 

and a Wm. L. Gilbert 8 day time and strike ginberbread with regulator 

pendulum 

sold as is 

546 150 250 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Seth Thomas time only Art Deco wall clock, 

a Birds Eye Maple time and strike mantel clock and a Welch 8 day time and 

strike wall clock 

Mantle clock has replaced dial. Dimensions given are for art deco wall 

clock, sold as is 

547 150 250 E. Ingraham store regulator with calendar sold as is  

548 150 250 Modern Jeweler's regulator Wood wall bracket, grid iron pendulum, winding key and door key. Loose 

bottom finial. All included inside. sold as is 

549 150 250 Waterbury time only spring driven wall clock In an oak case. sold as is  

550 100 200 2 (Two) American mantel clocks inlcuding one Krober mantel clock and one 

8 day time & strike Brewster & Ingrahams steeple clock 

sold as is 

551 100 200 2 (Two) American shelf clocks including a Seth Thomas 8 day time & strike 

with alarm wood case mantel clock and Wm. L. Gilbert "Parisian" 8 day 

time & strike mantel clock 

sold as is 

552 100 200 2 (Two) German 400 day disc pendulum clocks with glass domes sold as is 

553 100 200 2 (Two) mantel clocks including a Birge & Fuller, Bristol, Conn., 8 day time 

and strike triple decker with reverse painted glasses and Seth Thomas 8 

day time and strike ogee with pendulum 

sold as is 

554 100 200 2 (Two) mantel clocks including a Wm. L. Gilbert 8 day time and strike with 

alarm mantel clock and a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike City Series 

with nickel pendulum bob 

sold as is 

555 100 200 2 (Two) mantel clocks including an Ansonia "Occidental" 8 day time and 

strike mantel clock and an 8 day time and strike ginberbread 

sold as is 



556 100 200 2 (Two) mantel clocks including Seth Thomas 30 hour time and strike 

mantel clock and Seth Thomas time and strike cornice and column weight 

driven mantel clock 

Reverse painted lower glass & mirror, sold as is 

557 100 200 2 (Two) regulator wall clocks including a New Haven time only spring driven 

store regulator and a Sessions 8 day time only store regulator with expert 

clock repair glass 

Please note, the Sessions has NO pendulum. sold as is 

558 100 200 2 (Two) regulator wall clocks including a Sessions store regulator time only 

and a Gilbert time only 8 day store regulator 

sold as is 

559 100 200 2 (Two) Seth Thomas 30 hour ogees and one Boardman & Wells, Bristol, 

Conn., wooden works 30 hour shelf column and splat shelf clock with 

reverse painted glass 

No pendulums, sold as is 

560 100 200 2 (Two) Seth Thomas clock Co., Thomaston, Conn., 8 day time & strike 

mantle clocks 

one has NO pendulum and NO weights; one has a pedulum, sold as is 

561 100 200 2 (Two) shelf clocks including a Brewster & Ingrahams 8 day brass Beehive 

clock with lower eteched glass and a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike 

ginberbread 

sold as is 

562 100 150 2 (Two) shelf clocks including a Seth Thomas 8 day long alarm in brass Case 

and a Seth Thomas 30 hour long alarm in Nickel case. 

sold as is 

563 100 200 2 (Two) shelf clocks including an E. Ingraham 8 day time, strike and alarm 

shelf clock and an E. Ingraham 8 day time and strike gingerbread clock 

sold as is 

564 100 200 2 (Two) wall clocks including a Waterbury "Galesburg" time only wall clock 

and a New Haven 8 day time only wall regulator 

Please note, the Waterbury has NO pendulum. sold as is 

565 100 200 2 (Two) wall clocks including an Ansonia U.S.G Harness Oil Adveristing 

school house clock and an Ingraham time only calendar school house clock 

sold as is 

566 100 200 2 (Two) wall clocks, an Atkins 8 day time and strike Schoolhouse clock and 

an English 8 day time and strike wall clock 

Loose lower door on the English 8 day. Length for Atkins is 26in and 

length for English is 28in, sold as is 

567 100 200 3 (Three) American clocks, an 8 day time only store regulator with 

calendar, an 8 day store calendar regulator with loose case top and a 30 

hour time and strike ogee 

Please note, the ogee does not have a pendulum. sold as is 

568 100 200 3 (Three) clocks including a Gilbert 8 day time and strike mantel clock, a 

Gilbert 8 day time only calendar school house clock and a British octagon 

gallery clock 

sold as is 

569 100 200 3 (Three) Connecticut time and strike shelf clocks, including one by Birge & 

Fuller with two good reverse painted glasses and a Seth Thomas and one 

other. 

The Seth Thomas has NO pendulum., sold as is 

570 100 200 3 (Three) ginberbread 8 day wood cased time and strike mantel clocks sold as is 

571 100 200 3 (Three) ginberbread shelf clocks including an Ingraham 8 day time and 

strike calendar, an Ansonia time and strike with alarm and a Partial 8 day 

time and strike ginberbread 

The Ingraham and Ansonia clocks have pendulums. sold as is 

572 100 200 3 (Three) mantel clocks including a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike 

mantel clock, a Seth Thomas 8 day miniature ogee and an Ansonia 30 hour 

miniature ogee with outstanding patriotic reverse painted lower glass 

Please note, the Ansonia does NOT have a pendulum., sold as is 



573 100 200 3 (Three) shelf clocks including an 8 day time and strike calendar 

gingerbread clock with thermometer, a Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike 

gingerbread clock and an Ingraham 8 day time and strike mantel clock 

sold as is 

574 100 200 3 (Three) shelf clocks including an Estell's Programme clock, a Seth Thomas 

8 day time and strike gingerbread clock and an E. Ingraham 8 day time, 

strike and alarm gingerbread clock 

sold as is 

575 100 200 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Ansonia time only school house clock, an 

oak time only long drop school house and an oak time and calendar long 

drop school house 

sold as is 

576 100 200 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Seth Thomas time only 8 day school house 

clock, an Ansonia 8 day time only wall clock and a Connecticut 8 day time 

and strike wall clock 

Please note, the Ansonia has NO bezel glass and the Connecticut has NO 

pendulum., sold as is 

577 100 200 3 (Three) wall clocks including a Waterbury 8 day time and strike wall clock, 

a Gilbert 30 hour miniature time and strike ogee and a Jerome & Company 

8 day time and strike ogee 

Please note, the Jerome & Company clock has NO weights or pendulum. 

sold as is 

578 100 200 3 (Three) wall clocks including an 8 day time and strike short drop calendar 

clock, an 8 day time only E. Ingraham wall clock and a Waterbury 8 day 

time only calendar clock 

sold as is 

579 100 200 3 (Three) wood cased mantel clocks including a New Haven 8 day time and 

strike and two E. Ingraham 8 day time and strike 

sold as is 

580 100 150 4 (Four) mantel clocks including a Seth Thomas Gothic clock, a Seth Thomas 

8 day mantel clock, a Waterbury cottage clock and an 8 day time and strike 

cottage clock 

All four clocks have pendulums, sold as is 

581 100 200 4 (Four) shelf clocks including a Daniel Pratt, Reading MA 30 hour column 

and splat wooden works shelf clock, a Seth Thomas time and strike City 

Series mantel clock, a Seth Thomas 30 hour cottage clock and an E.N. 

Welch 30 hour time and strike mantel clock. 

The Daniel Pratt has two weights and all clocks have pendulums. sold as 

is 

582 100 200 4 (Four) shelf clocks including a Silas Hoadley 30 hour wooden works 

column and splat shelf clock, a Daniel Pratt 30 hour time and strike shelf 

clock and 2 (Two) Seth Thomas cottage clocks 

Lower mirror and top both loose in Daniel Pratt case. Both cottage clocks 

have pendulums. sold as is 

583 100 200 Ansonia time only advertising clock "The Interstate Casualty Company 

Accident Insurance" 

sold as is 

584 100 200 Barnes & Barthelomew, Bristol, Conn., 8 day time and strike weight driven 

triple decker mantel clock 

Replaced tablet, many case imperfections. Good 8-day weights. sold as is 

585 100 200 Birge & Mallory 8 day weight driven Cornice, Column & Carved Eagle Splat 

shelf clock 

Loose molding in case. sold as is 

586 100 200 Connecticut wooden works shelf clock by Silas Hoadley with Ivory bushings 

with a Franklin printed label. 

Please note, there is NO pendulum., sold as is 

587 100 200 German time, strike & chime oak regulator sold as is  

588 100 200 German weight driven grandmother clock and British chime spring driven 

Art Deco granddaughter clock 

sold as is 

589 100 200 Gilbert 8 day time and strike wood cased mantel clock Has column and splat with two reverse painted glasses, sold as is 



590 100 150 Modern Two weight time and strike wall regulator Two brass weights, sold as is  

591 100 150 New Haven "Waring" banjo 8 day time and strike Original hands, dial, throat and door glass. sold as is 

592 100 150 Self Winding Clock Company New York Electro-Mechanical wall regulator 

with lower master mechanism 

Original dial, hands, case & movement. Top left molding damage. sold as 

is 

593 100 200 Sessions 8 day time only store regulator with calendar Has Calumet Baking Powder Adverstisement. Lower glass is cracked. sold 

as is 

594 100 200 Seth Thomas "Sonora" chime clock NO lower anvil and NO pendulum. sold as is 

595 100 200 Seth Thomas 8 day time and strike weight driven cornice and column with 

Gilt Columns 

Please note, there are NO weights., sold as is 

596 100 200 Seth Thomas time only brass Ships clock with 5 1/2 inch Black Dial signed 

U.S. Navy 

sold as is 

597 100 200 Southern Calendar Clock Company 8 day time and strike spring driven ogee 

mantel clock 

sold as is 

598 50 100 3 (Three) miscellaneous mantel clocks and a spring driven banjo clock sold as is 

599 50 100 6 (Six) miscellaneous 8 day time and strike mantel clocks sold as is 

600 50 100 Seth Thomas ogee 8 day time and strike clock Flaking dial. sold as is 

 


